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Social Events and Maine Activities
Carefully; Reported/

HUNDRED SIXTH ANNIVERSARY OF
THE KENNEBUNK FIRE SOCIETY

THIRD RED CROSS ROI L CALL

The tenth annual session of the
Well®, Kennebunk and Kennebunk
port Sunday School Association
was held at- the Methodist-Church
in West Kennebunk this, Thurs At the Mousam Opera House,, the committee reported the names
day, .afternoon and evening*- a in this village* on" Tuesday even• of Mr. W. G. Kilgore, for presilarge number being present.
ing was held the 106 Annual Meet; dent, Mr. B. A. Smith, for secreing of the oldest social society of* tary, Mt. C.'L. Christie, treasurer,
In the absence bf/bbth the pres Kennebunk. Organized when the! and Rev. Robert P. Doremus, hisident and Vice-president Rev. Will energies of our Union were first; torian, and these by show of hands
S. Coleman was elected as tempo revealing themselves, the history were elected as indicated.
rary .chairman, presiding until the of The Kennebunk Fire Society During the supper hour we had
zgives a -dear apprehension of the an enjoyable moment with the old
election of the new officers, At character and temper of the age book of records-—quaint and in
the afternoon, business session a in which it was born—1813. teresting as the times they com/
nominating committee was select Therefore, Mr. William Barry’s memorate. If is written in the
ed consisting of Mrs. B. H. Tilton, paper, read at the la®t meeting of book—“Every member of The
Misb A. Louise Stone and Rev. Mr. the'Society, was a recessional of Kennebunk Fire Society shall own
Goodwin. A committee/on resolu one of the noblest periods of Amer two buckets and two ladders—the
ladders to he of sufficient length
tions, comprising Rev. T. P. Baker, ican history.
Rev. B*. H. Tilton and Mrs. U. A.
Two years after the formation to reach to the roof of his hpifse,
Caine was also chosen. At the of The Kennebunk Fire Society the one, the other long enough to
evening session reports pf z both the star of - Napoleon went down reach from the eaves to the ridge
committees were read and accept on the storm-stricken field of pole.” For want of the buckets-^ed. The officers1' chosen for the Waterloo. Our war with England made of leather, and the ladders,
ensuing year were Rev. ’Henry —1812, was proving the méttle of there was a fine of 25c pronounc
McCartney, president; Rev. Royal Andrey? Jackson* Harrison, and ed against the offender.
A. Rich, vice-president and Mrs. Perry, And, before the first an Mr. William Barry recalls the
H. Abbie M. Goodwin, secretary nual dinner of the “Fire Hawks,” shoemaker who was the manu
and .treasurer. The resolutions our peace cofiimissioners, Adams, facturer in ordinary of these
were concerned particularly with Clay, Gallatin, Marshall, Bayard, leather buckets,, and he was re
Sunday school work and methods and Russell met the English en nowed throughout the then State
of . promoting *4ts advancement. voys at Ghent, ¿nd the treaty of of Massachusetts for his singular
proficiency in ihjs branch of work.
The reports from the- Sunday Ghent was executed.
school associations were very en One will wonder, after reading These were the days of the “Fire
couraging and showed an in thé story of “the little velvet Hawks.” At a fire thej leather
crease
— — in interest in the work and I| dress.” printed in this number of buckets were passed from man to
an enlargement in the field 9f the Enterprise, if the maid who man in a( line between the water
hole and the blaze, and were then
their activities.
__ so.
___
actiyities. The nrn<rram
program was
was!I once __
wore
it attended
the inauge- nassed back empty via another
as follows:
ration of those social functions line. Mr. Barry relates that real
¿/Afternoon.
which have continued without fire fighters used to get so wrought
break for 106 years. However np with the excitment of the com
2,00 Devotional Exercises* 4
Rev. TrP. Baker, Kennebunkport. that may be, there are. two mem flagration that they often project
bers of the'Kennebunk Fire-So ed water and bucket as well into
2.15 Business
ciety now living—Robert W. Lord, the
*
Music fire.
2;^5 Reports from Sunday Schpol esor., and Col. Charles R. Little- How far we are away from these
held, who carry the life-line of Primitive days now is well told by
Association®.
memories back to within twenty-1 The Kennebunk Fire Society’s as The Red Cross Roll Call which Cross with the government itself
3.15 Addresses
two years of that first'eveniiig in sembly on ^Tuesday night. Not a
v Getting into the Game,
i ’ l^ev. B. H- Tilton, Kennebunk November, 1814, wh^n the festi member there that was not sub- 1is now underwa#as;.so f^r failed that. - the/ were dften Jndistin; Need of More Efficient District val of Tuesday night had its in iect to a fine of 25c—his ladder to show the Hf< in Kennebunk guishable. and the governmental
Organization,—Rev. W. S.' Cole ception.
»nd his buckets were a thing of which is being exhibited elsewhere departments got the credit for
man, Kennebunk.
upon!thé etathhsiâàmlwpf^' which actually belonged to
When the president of The Ken the past. Yet there was that old Depending
J
Community Teacher Trailing, nebunk Fire Societv called for by-law in all its inocuous desue- V
--- , v
Rev. Henry McCartney \order, and the evening’s business tude staring out at one fromthe ^ed,9l2^8PriveMe^’ ges well - .^i^ /tres/^/eAim^t depart"discussffi'ii *IecT "by' Rev.' F. H. and
:
nlpqsure were on, a glance' written page of 1813.
| ments broke down and the'
Pratt. Kennebunkport.
about the well-filled auditorium After the election of officers, Various ' objects di^ing//11^
5.30 Basket Lunch.
fdi- the Red Cross. There
.bf the Mous.am Opera House indi there was singing, instrumental the local chapter of themed
7.00 Business
deemed that it would be
^.4-j.ndv
cated
.every>foremost
citizen
of
music,
and
a
sketch
of
black
face
7.15 DevoticTnal Exercises,
onr VrTIno-e was present. ‘ And-, as fun bv members of the Society.h fne^res^nL^last gr^t^drive which had anticipated the ^crisis and was
. Rev. F. H. Pratt
prepared* to Step into the breach.
_____________
» ditto
Java ti * X IIIItH
th«
7.30 AxWx-c/sses
Orchestra tuned up for j'will be made by the organization. / After several of thp most se
Religious Eduction , in School. were, but evidence of the fact— harmonic
But the response has been rath vere, engagements ofi the war,
the finish of the evening’s mirth
Church, ReV. H. H. Hayes. Saco •thev were all there.
er half-hearted—only about 100 when American troops were en
Experiences in France. Wesley The preliminary business of the and, jollification.
J. Weir/ State Secretary, Portland. meeting was soon disposed of, It was sounding the hour of ten having been enrolled vas members tirely.without hospital necessities
and. while a committee was se- when we took our way along ih as against 728 lest year. To be ,and even hppspital tents and the
PROF. PERKINS VISITS KEN leetinpr the names of officers to be front of that other monument of; sure there are not now the exigen- ’ army had none to supply, the
lorries of the Red Cross appeared
elected for the ensuing year, the, the vesteryears—the Unitarian, cies and enthusiasm of war times, jiuxxi)=o
NEBUNK.
scede -^¡th hundreds of
members of the society With their Church. A. D. 1750—r on our way when everyone was prepared to on
give
and
give
and
give,
until
it
hurt
CQts and all of the needed sugicial
and the facinating strains
Professor trying C./Perkins, of numerous guests* ;adiou.rned to the home,
to
any
cause
^which
^«mld^l^pjsupplies.
When the red tape of;;
./twite;...
'
a iazz-time two-step was humm
Providence snéhh the week end rbfe^torv where unwards of three of
, American
soldiers
, in , the abattle
| regulations tied the officers
ing
thru
the
windows
of
the
Opera
------„
Larmy
honored
sat
to
eniov
the
nleasures
with his family which has recently
torn fields of France. But the )>hand and ¿foot, they were compell
moved (here f/om Auburn; occu- nf the real ^banquet. Mrs. North House.
l
work of the Red Gross is not over ed to solve their -problems by call
How
meagre
were
the
materials
West;,
as
chairman
of
the
supper
nying the apartment over Dr. È.
across the thje water. There. arq? ing’ upon .the Red Cross. /It, was
committee,
assisted
by
a
corps
of.
with
which
meh
worked
in
1813,
S. Hawkes. Professor Perkins
certain obligation® which / they S>id in: France .that the only red
was appointed State Supervisor of efficient helpers, did the' honors according to bur modern idea, but,J have
which must be tape connected <with this unofficial
Trade and Industrial Education of of +he table with grace and ability, surely, the genius of the workers met. undertaken
These were assumed by ^ie. 'army were the two pieces which
Rhode Island'oh September 11 by .Baek; in the; auditorium again, was of the first yank.
Red Cross particularly at the^re- were, displayed sewed
right
the State Boa^rd of Education,
quest of the United States' govern angle® oh the slebves of the Red
completing the selection of three
ment,
Millions
,
upon
millions,
of
‘
PAUL
REVERE
ELECTROLIER
’
Crps’S mehsahd women."
'vocational instructors required
dollars worth of property was While spending $119*000,000 in
hv Rhodet Island to obtain the
turned
over
by
the
War
Depart

An unique hall light has been
FederaL aid fund of $30.000 this
United States; the Red Cross
officials for, the
installed in the W. O, Littlefield ment to the Red Cross
year for education. -His headSpent $72,000,006 abroad outside
administration
distribution
.and
ouarters are located in the office ' ' At the regular monthly meeting home on Main Street, by Morgan
of France, In France; the amount
the peoples bf the war was
of the State Board in thè State of the Board of Trade which was & Spiller electricians of Kenne among
$82,000,000—most of which
There
is
still
shattered
contries.
tete
House in Providence. <
w/bnt to our own boys.
bunk?
utilizing
an
histone
Paul
Re
must
be
comother
work
which"
held
in,
their
rooms
v
on
/Monday
Professor Penkins is a graduate
/The history ¡di the administra
of New Hamnshiré State College "evening therev appeared renewed verer lantern instead of 'the usual pleted before withdrawal can be tion of the money which the Red
finished and there is even great
/
and has studied administration Sign® of animation.
Sufficient electrolier.
er work still to be' done at home. Cross organization has handled
and vocational education at Cb; meinbers appeared to, constitute a
has been probably the most won
This lantern was originally used
lumbia University. He occupied quorum and business which has in Brown’s Factory, sò called But "in proportion t,o the,. Vast derful piece of financial work that
a position in this state last, year
•sums which have been handled hy has ever been accomplished by any
where- cotton cloth was manufac the Red Cross in the last thfee ¡great organization, even during
similar to that which he now taken up.
holds, but his position in Rhode —It was decided to hpldn. “Busi- tured once upon a long time ago. years the amount - asked in ■ this. times of peace, without the unIsland is ah advance, ih his own, ness Boom” meeting, on the next The factory stood on the west side Third Roll . Call, $15.000.000, usual strain occasioned by the
particular field. He at first in
of the Mousam River, ' south of shrinks-to insignificance. ; It is the great war. Ho you know that'the
tended to take his • family' to Prov- regular meeting night which will
man power, the united strength of financial management bf, the Red
. idence but he, fbund the housing come on December^1. For this the bridge, about wher« the paper the American people that the Red' Gross' was so efficient^ that every
conditions verv bad in that city mebting a speaner of prominence mill now stands.
Cross seeks nowf rather than vast dollar contributed earned one cent
and-'it was decided .that they
,, . i will be secured to speak on the pos- .. The lantern was owned and sums of money from the rich. The interest—that the overhead cost
should remain here 'during thl^sibilities of building up the town" used by Stephen Littlefield, a night Red Cross, the greatest humani 'of management was only one and
year.
Tand its industries, not alone in watchman at the factory during tarian Organization in the. world, seven-ten(ths cents—so that prac
looks to the great general public
! the matter of attracting new busi' ninety^nine cents out of
ARMISTICE DAY HOLIDAY ness firms to town but in th’e en- the period of 1825-30. At 'the for its support and during the war tically
every dollar ¿was spent^ in actual
FOR SCHOOLS.
j iargement of those already here death of his widow, Livina Little that same ^public responded gener ■relief work.* Think/of thia ae-,
and ui *aiding them in various field, the lantern became the prop ously ,toz the,, call* The American complishment in the comparison
The schools of Kennebunk- and
, people are, not quitters.-■' It has
Kennebunkport will he. closed 6n wavs, particularly in the housing erty of Stephen Littlefield of always been the boast of-pur peo of efficiency with the work of the
problem.
Wells, who gave it to
O. Little
government during the war.
Tuesday November 11> in accor
ple that we finish up what we start. Kennebunk is due to go over the
dance with the nroclamation of
It was voted-to invite representa field.
And on this drive we shall comp top on this drive as it has in all of
the governor making the day a tive® of the manufacturing plants
The lantern was of the Paul through as we have in every pre
state holiday following the en . ih town, particularly those owned Revere type, had a whale oil cup vious demand which has been the others. A dollar is a petty sum
to ask, and that is all the Red
actment of a. hill hv the I-eo-isla- or operated by out of town capital, from which protruded two small made upon us.
Gross asks of us. The people of
■ ture adding it to the list of those to-become the guests of the Board wicks. It was necessary-to use a
There seem® to .be /an erroneous Kennebunk 'will not need to be
which h«ve alreadv been made le of Trade for the evening.
pin to raise these wicks.
impression that the bulk ,of the begged to contribute so small a
gal holidays in this>ptate.
| It was further vbted* to have a The lantern was about 14 inches mbney which* has been adminis Sum towards the maintenance bf
: supper on the sarnie evening which high and 5 inches square, and had tered has been in foreign' lands. the greatest humanitarian organi'glass panels on each of the four ■ The worK
work zWIhlcjn
which.. was
Was ,done ..in zation in> the-world, to beeóme
/S
si4es.-The effect of the recon- A
ica
HE war was /each. an active ’ supporter of this
, 4
cents'each. The supper will be in struct,ed-hght in the haiiway of of aa much importance and the ¿reat'-worki'v
is
sold
in
Kennebunk
by
Charles
t
charge
of
George
E.
Cousens,
who
the
old
Colonial
Mansion
is
most
volume
of
money
spent
in the
TT
KT--«». Delivery
12a
fill I
... .The
——_
The main headquarters of the
H. ‘Nason.
after Q8.00
select his_ own committee
appropriate and eminently sug- United StaU was nearly as great local chapter of the Red Cross are
Sunday mornings
task of seciiring the speaker and g6S?T^a
179
*las
that
which
went
to
alien
counlocated at the store of E. A. Bodge
Number ’Sold Oct. 26—150
other details will be in charge of Lnn Ì
I 1
ÌOry^°Ì [tries and if wé coùnt the money
A rule given with each copy of the" president, Asa Richardson . tallow dips for the day when thatU^^ was_expended directly on at 35 Main* street1. But, in order
that Everyone may have the great
issue of November 2
and the preparations of the invi
li1:1 Americans in Europe the remain
¿facility, in' enrolling as memONLY FIVE CENTS
tations to the out of town guests descent glow of the miracle of the der which went .to peoples -other est
bers, lists have been plaeed in
was placed ih the hands of the twentieth century—-the Electric I than our own is indeed paltry.
various sections of the town,
Light, k
president and secretary.
Flashlights and batter are spld
F , Do you fealize*that $119.000,000 Those^ivith whom you can enroll
by Fiske the druggist.
Adv.
was spent during thè war in the 'are Mr'sr Uf A. Caine, West KenUnited States itself by the . Red nebunk, Mrs. Bessie Shepard at
For that lame back try a red
'.Cross ?
So closely intertwined , the Waiting Room at Kennebunk
cihss kidney plaster, sold by Fiske
were the. activities of the Red ,'station, John Watson of the Goodthe druggist, Kennebunk.
-Adv

WAKES UP

Podland Sunday Telegram

Enterprise Ads. Pay

all "Worsted Co., B. A. Smith at
Leatheroid, ¿nd the stores of F.
W. Bonser, E. ^L. Littlefield* Curtis & Roberts, and P. Raino.
Don’t/ wa'it to be asked. Kenne
bunk needs 900 members this year
‘None of us belongs to the quitter
class/ A Red Cross button wear
er advertises himself as a finisher.
One dollar, buys a button.
Help in? reaffirming the allegi
ance of the American people to
the Red Cross.
E. A. BODGE, Chairman
Kennebunk Chapter A. R, C.

STANDING, CHILDREN BEING
TRANSPORTED

Beginning this weak the young
er children from the:Landing dis
trict will be transported to and
from their homes to the schools in
the Center by suitable vehicles,
instead of on the electric cars.
REAL ESTATE TRANSFERS

Kennebunk—Bowdoin Chas—A2:
ice Spencer; Bowdoin Chas—Cora
Spencer. /
Page and Shaw’s delicious Scot;
Kennebunkport—Cleaves Retta
chee-butter-scotch only 20c pkge. L.—Susan N. Piper ; Gréenhalge,
at Fiske’s drug store on the cor Richard S. et ak—Susanna R.
ner./'
... Adv. Tarkington, et al ; Cobb, Frank C.
_____ —John W. Bowdoin; .Liftlefield,
UnrcA DlnnlzAfc ¡John B. est—Edwin I Littlefield,
IlvldC Did 11 KCld 450,\ Pipes, Susan N.—Retta L..
Cleaves; Moore, AlbVJ.—Augus
ta A. Dennett; Hawley, Lillian C.
Full line up tothe minute stock. —Chas. W. Stanley.
All varitjes sizes and weights in' " North Kennebunkport—Finlay,
Street and Stable Blankets.
Ida, B*—Nellie J. Abbott.
The/size of our stock enable us to
Wells--Campbell, Gèo. H—Chas
buy at Lowest Prices. You get the H.Campbell, (3) *. Hoyt, Clips. C.
benefit.
est—Henry M. Williams; Styrer,GEORGE A. SHIELD
Lizzie M.—Mary A. Webster ; Lit
. .. (successor, to W. Boivin) .... tlefield, George H.—Lester Ci tit
12 Alfred Street.
Biddeford tlefield; Clark, Chas.1 E.—Henry
Harness and Harness Repairing ; A. Hayden.
niiiiiiiiiiìiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiijiiiiuiuìiiii

The Lafayette Club
LYCEUM—COURSE
he First Entertainment of the Course will be

THE DeMIklfi QUARTETTE
“Aft Offering of Unusual Merit.

These artists are all Canadians, residents of Tofonto, the mu
sical centre of Canada, hnd they are.considered “ The Bestf/ift
any Lyceum Course.
• >
--

1

Kaino’s, Fiske’s, Wakefield’s, Bodge’s, Barrett’s or Bale he’s

$2 00 Per Ticket, Tax 20 cents Extra
Seats Reserved at Bodge’s Monday, Nov. io, 8 o’clock a. m., for
/o qerits extra, per entertainment..
Ululili'

REVIVAL
AUSPICES

Advent Christian Church
Kennebunk Lower Village
Conducted by

REV. H. A. MITCHELL
OF NORTH ADAMS, MASS.

Mr. Mitchell ? is a native of Kennebunk.
He visits h s home town to conduct this
v-

revival.

ROUSING MUSIC
with special numbers under the leadership
of H. L. Moulton of Biddeford, Mrs.
Moulton assisting.

SERVICES
Community House, Wells Road,
Saturday Night Nov. 8, 7 o’clock

ADVENT CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Sunday, Nov. 9, 2 P. M. and 7 P. M

I

KENNEBUNK ENTERPRISE, KENNEBUNK, MAINE

A merry crowd from Wells, in
eluding Harry-Hayes,
Harry - Hayes, Urvin
Da
cluding
Orvin DaChurch.
vis, John Kimball, Preséott Moody,
(Upper Church)
.3 Charles Silver, Wilfred Sevigney, Sunday morning service at 10.30
H Peter Sevigney, Clarence Jellison, Pulpit to be supplied in absence of
<
of Kennebunk, Margaret Littlefield the Pastor.
z.i’l
and Florida Sevigney went by au Sunday school at 12 m.
A SPECIAL YEARLY REDUCTION SALE OF
to a dance in North Berwick on -■ Sunday evening service at 7.00. |
Wells First Congregational
Carl Kimball and family are to return.
Saturday night. Florida Sevigney
Church
move into Miss Mabel Littlefield’s Lucius. Williams and Dr.. J. W. and her brother Peter won the $5 '
(Lower Church)
house which has been occupied Gordon left on Monday to attend first prize in the prize waltz.
for the lust few seasons by the the special session of the Legisla Mrs. Vésta E. Hammond visited ’" Sunday afternoon service at 2.00
Brush and Needle Shop. _
VHRMMLxx
son C. W. Hammond in West Pulpit to be supplied in absence
ture which convened Ml(UH||.|her
on Tuesday.
of the pastor.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Maxwell Mr.VWniiMMywin**stop''at*tiie Au-. ^®nnebunk on Thursday.
William Merchant and wife ex Sunday school at ,3.00.
passed the week end with Mrs. gusta House during his stay.
Maxwell’s parents in South Wind-1
pect to start for California very
Fred Perkins, a business man of soon
c
ham.
to spend the winter?
who has been making a 1 ; The Patriotic Sons of America
Malcolm Ramsdell of York Qhicago,
■
■
hold their annual concert, and
Beach shot a deeriin Ogunquit on two ^week visit with ' his sister, will
Mrs. Wilbur F. Cousens, left for ball at Wells Town Hall on next ' Miss Edith Bragdon of Allston,
Monday mornihg.
his home on Sunday. This is the
in town to attend the
James P. Poor has gone back to first visit that Mr. Perkins has Thursday evening, November 13. Mass., was
of-her brother, Mr. Les
work in the Navy Yard after a made here since Seven years ago, The music will be by Alien’s five wedding
.
piece jazz orchestra of Dover, New! ter M. Bragdon.
thirty day vacation.
when he came -to attend the fu- Hampshire, .a combination which \ David M. Moulton, who has re
Kennebunk, ’ Maine
Edward Kennedy, who has been neral of his mother. He express is particularly noted for the verve cently returned from over seas, has
ill for some time has, fully ref ed himself as much surprised at of ’its music. The dance will be, been discharegd from the Navy
Groupes of the season’s most favored Models—in splendid variety to choose from.- Most
¿covered and is again working on the changes and growth of Ogun proceeded by a concert from 8;to/ and is at home ¿it present. Mr.
oTthem sample hats, just one of each style;
the George F. Smith property.
quit since his last visit.
9. Refreshments will be served. Moulton has been in the service of
Lois Perry of North Brunswick
/ Uncle Sam for nearly three years.
in
the
bannuet
hall
and
the
lodge
was a visitor in town on Saturday. Mrs. Bertha Whitlock and her rooms will be open for those who> < Roy Moody, Clement Clark, and
¡daughter Lillian have closed their
Mrs. Dunning is attending Mrs.' house and gone for the winter to prefer billiards and cards to danc- Archie Fenderson left town on
Charles Wearè of Cape Neddick’ Somersworth, New Hampshire, ing. Last year the ball of the P. Saturday last for a hunting exto the Maine!woods, We
O. S/ Of A. was the most success- pedition
1
who has been ill with lUiribago.
where Mrs. Whitlock will act as
them luck.. ’'
'
on all trimmed and untrimfned.
Ogunquit has . become nearly an house keeper for Mr. and Mrs. ful and most . largely attended wish
°"
WE WANT TO.CORRECT THE THOUGHT
Adamless Eden 'this week bn ac- George Varney, the latter of whom dance of the season in Wells and Mr. William Goodale passed
away
at
his
home
Tuesday
night
count' of the exodus of hunters 4s an invalid. Miss Lillian will this year promises to far over-top after an illness of about two
N
THE
MINDS
OF OUR CUSTOMERS TH AT GOOD STYLES ATREASONABLE
who have gone out to the East- attend school there.' The elder last year in the number of
months. He was ope of the old
PRICES CANNOT BE HAD IN KENNEBUNK! I!
ward after deer, The largest daughter, Miss Ruth Whitlock, dancers.;
est resident of the tbwn being 91
party which has gone started on will
.
remain in Ogunquit with her The sixth anniversary supper of
WE PREFER TO SHOW YOU
Monday morning at 1 o’clock when father, Andrew Whitlock, com the Patriotic Order of Sons of years of age .He is. «Survived by a
number
of
nieces
and
nephews.
America
which
was
held
in
their
Raymond. Brewster, John Jacobs, pleting her senior year in the
WE in vite you to join all those others who look in, come in, and take in our—
lodge rooms on Friday evening was
Reginald Jacobs, Rev. W. W. Lait, 'Wells High school.
one of the,most enjoyable reunions
Joseph Weare, Raymond Littlefield
Hrary L. Perkins and wife have: which the. organization has ever
E. E. Knight, Dr. Frank Siears,
Bert Perkins .and Everett White gone to ’York Beach fori the win-■ held. At the close of the regular
meeting the supper, a real baked Oliver WesUentertained as week i
left by àuto for the Rangely ter.
region.. It . is said that Raymond;;/ Leavitt Weare, son of Charles bean' supper, was served, followbd end guests a party of 'seven who i
from Lynn bn Saturday.
Brewster, fearing' that he might Weare of CapevNeddick has been by a smoke talk. There were motored
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Mathews are
be mistakeri for a deer by some passing a five day furlough from about seventy-five present. The receiving
congratulations on the
reckless hunter,.possibly on ac- the navy with his parents' and supper was in charge of a commit
arrival at their home of a lusty
count, of his gazelle-like propor with friends and relatives in tee of which John Cassell was ten
pound girl.
tions has provided himself with Ogunquit. He has now returned chairman.Kennebunk
Maine
A pound party was held at the
/complete red uniform, including to go on duty on one of the United x. 0n Tuesday evening seventy-five vestry
1 on last Saturday eveing
members of the Grange assembled
destroyers.
red rubber boots of which he is States
!
proved a great success.
apparently So proud that he Mrs. Laurel Keene and her new in their hall for the -purpose of which
The vast and varied assortment
tramped around town most rif ly arrived —daughter and Mrs. giving a surprise party to Mrs. of pound packages which were
Sunday with them on.
Carl/Kimball arid her young sop O. J. Hubbard on the eve of her contributed proved the high re
On Monday inomihg Dana Per have returned from the York hos- departure to California. The af gard in which their/pastor, is held
fair had been conducted with
kins, Ernest Perkins and Ray •' pital.
/ liuch secrecy that riot even an by both old and young.
Hnscom went £o the Moosehead
Is offering, attractive furnishings for Men and Boys—in
.. Little Eva Louise Brewster and1 inklingibf it had reached Mrs. Miss Eva Lipcoin of North
region and they will be joined to Beulah
Stevens had a delightfulI Hubbard, who after the company! Berwick spent Sunday at the home .
day, Thursday, by Frank Reynolds afternoon
a refined variety from the most expensive creations to theof
her
aunt,
Mrs'^Marion
Hatch
at
I
party at -the home of had assembled was lured to' the I
and Henry Maxwell.. Ray Hans Mrs. Stevens
Bald HiP
' U
i
one
day-fhis
week.
.hail
under
the
impression
that
she
simpler, fashioned and frugal priced' SHIRTS, TIES, UN-:com started with a large volume
to a rehearsal of some kind.
under his arrirand it'is rumored George Verrill, who has been going
DERWEAR, COLLARS, etc., etc. The whole line bf the
A program of music and readings
that he is carrying with him the dangerously MIL.'..With neuralgia by
the
members
of
the
Grange
had
Season’s HABERDASHERY.
best authorities' ori mandamus around the heart, is slightly better been prepared and this, was most
with the idea of getting out a wrjt and 'iri now able to sit up.
carried through.
enjoining the deer from runningi N. -P. M. Jacobs was at his home successfully
We feature at so attractive a price Every
The special and added feature,
Let us show you the very Newest Styles
Until he can get at least one clean here over the week end.
however,
was
a
reading
and
dance
thing
in the way of wear for the cold, windy
shot. He says that if he can get
Mrs. Hubbard herself which
that the deer will need “benefit ..Next -Sunday will be observed by
in
Overcoats.
days
that are with* us—that the put-of-theqs Rally day at the Christian she gave only after the most in
of clergy.” ,
sistent demands of her friends. At
church.
Town stores' cannot meet ‘’the contrast.
the nmsn
finish oi
of ™e
the entertainment •
xwell received
received, aa. lot
lot of
of’ Une
OGUNQUIT CORPORATION / C. L. Maxwell
but.r it dissapear-¡there was an address by William |
sugar this week
\.-------Come right into the DAYLIGHT STORE, and you . will
MEETING.
Only then will you Realize what smarted long before the demarid waspsJ M. Tripp, at the close of which qe j
TAvoqontpd
a
manicure
set
and
1ft
GET YOUR WINTER NEEDS at our own SPECIAL
■cons-to-Take me piawwii vacanti"/*
this week. There was a
ness idari Overcoat means.
by George Verrill, who had re- ^obs
i
PRICES
—the VERY LOWEST.
signed on account of ill health. Llarce attendance and a lot of nlan
ing.
for
the
winter
work
was
done
The matter of the Ogunquit river
Tvrasrer Bailey with a fouritain
bridge was taken up an& the en Mrs. Lydia Emery of Ports Den. Dancing followed and a buf
There zs somer/nni/
tire question discussed.,. Lucius mouth
1
has been the guest of Mrs. fet lurich, consisting of sand
Williams explained at length the Frank
'
Perkins this week.
can't be described and its the very
wiched, olives, cake and coffee was
mariner in which the $3,000 which . Joseph B. Clark has loaned, served. In his speech Mr. Tripp
a
has been voted by the state was niano
,
thing you want.
to the Grange for use in referred to Mrs. Hubbard is hav
Obtained. Mr. Wiljjariis very mod- their hall.
ing been the most efficient and
estly referred to his own part in
active worker that the Grange
<
the matter giving credit tri certain , xD.ancing school, under the dihas i ever had as Master and said
of Prof. Anderson hf
_ that he trusted that she would
other persons, although it is gen- riicetion
/
Every point is correct the fit of the- collar, hang
|
Berwick began in Firemen’s maintain her interest and activi
' erally stated at Augusta that he North
.
was alone instrumental in getting Hall on Mondav evening. There ties eVen with her retirement.
of the sleeves, flare of the skirt and slant of
the appropriation through. His was a large attendance, including The lecture, “Corn is Kihg”
position on the Committee op High several from surrounding towns. which was given by Rev. W. W.
the lapels—just right.
ways and Bridges gave him, to be The Hallowe’en party which was Lait of Ogunquit in the Town
sure, a strong1 position to force V'hejd on last Friday night by the Hall last Thursday evening was
through the matter, btit other Grange was a success. The hall attended by a large and apprecia
members to the House assert thaJ. I was veiy nrettilv decorated, ap tive audience.
' it ,was impossible to learn whether propriately ,for the occasion, and
A well attended whist party was
Yes our prices are low for what we give
certain other persons, who it •there was great fun over the given by the Grange in their hall
would be naturally supposed drawings for partners for the on Saturday .evening, under the
$20.00 to $40.00 y
would be among the. most ardent- box lunch.
We naw have the most beautiful line of
direction of Mrs. Lydia Mudie and
supporters of the measure, would
Mrs. Lydia Sipple. The first prize
Overcoats ever shown in our store. They, come
even vote for it until the roll call ’’^Nelson and Sidney Perkins have! was won .by Miss Marion Kimball/
came.- There has been ConsiderT;. rlecentiv purchased, building lots George Rogers, the station mas
in waist line, and conservative cuts and are
able mix up. relative to the rime from Lester Littlefield. ' ’
ter, Mrs. Rogers and O. J. Hub
tailored-in the finest manner—fully equal to the
when the money would be avail . Nine candidates from Ogunquit bard will start on Monday for a
able, the majority of the .eitizeps will shortly journey to Kennebunk hunting trip in the Eastern part
best custom work. Prices on these desirable
presuming that it .would be' used for the first degrees in the Knights of the State. H
garments range from $25.00 to$50.00
in 1919.j This is not the fact how jpf Pythias.
.. MrsxAnnie Blaisdell has leased
ever as it does not become avail- - Mrs. Oliver, who. has been house her home^ from 'December 1 to
We also have a very complete stock of
able until 1920. As a result noth keeper of the Hoyt estate during April 4 in anticipation of the Con-,
ing can be done until early next the. summer has closed the house templated visit which, she will
Men’s and Young Men’s Suits in Blues, Browns,
spring. Certain of the members apd left on Wednesday for the make with her married daughter,
Greens and Grays that cannot be surpassed for
were instructed to' take up the winter. *
Mrs. H. A. Denton in-San Diego,,
matter with Roland Libby,' of Gordon
Sytle,
quality and workmanship. You should
Caliibrnia. In company with Mrs;
Saco, as. engineer representing Elizabeth E. Brewster and Misses X) J. Hubharii she expects to start
Brewster
7
and
Elizabeth
give
them
a careful inspection. They are well
the corporation and the members
foyth'e-West on the 29thLof the Legislature were instructed Bryant rif Biddeford are planning Calvin True and wife have hired
worth
it.
As good values as we have ever
auto to Orono on Saturday to
to interview State Engineer Paul to
the
the
William
Wells
house
for
show
and
should
go fast at these prices.
attend
the
footballgame
at
the
D. Sargent to. see if he cannot ex University, of Maine,
winter.
pedite the work in order that the
$27.50 to $40.00
Miss Katherine Hubbard is visconstruction can be completed be Mrs. 0. E. Durrell has been visit iting
and
friends
in
Framingham
fore the advent > of the summer ing her daughter Mrs. Josie-Grant Boston. She will be away for
Jn hats we don’t have'to take ours. off to
people. The meeting was adjourn in North Brunswick this week. about teri days.
ed for two weeks to allow a report A large number of house lots
anyone in the two cities. The Guyer is stand
The
famous
Ideal
House
Dresses
in
Percales,
Ging

to be made on developments.
. .are, changing, hands, which - pre
CLARRAGE—CURTIS.
ard both in appearance and price. It cpmes in
hams, and Chambrays, sizes 34-50. For One Week beginn
Charles H. Perkins of Portland
and Adelbert L. Perkins of'Ports- sages'a building boom next spring. The marriage of Merrill Robert
ing.
all
the popular shades and Velours and sells
Clarrige of North Berwick road,
mouth were visitors at the hoihe
Wells,
and
Miss
Nellie
M.
Curtis
from $4.00 to $7.00
of their father, Capt. Charles L.
OGUNQUIT M. E. CHURCH of Portsmouth road, Ogunquit,
Perkins oyer the week end.
was
celebrated
on
the
afternoon
The first deer of the season was Rev. William W. Lait, Pastor
A big line of Derby hats at $4.00 and
of Saturdav, October 25, by Rev.
shot by Rudolph Bracy near Bald
Head on Saturday, The animal! Sunday morning service at John A. Wiggin, in the parsonage
$5.00
is a leader with us. Come in and look
of the North Berwick Baptist
was a good sized doe#
1030.
and continuing until
them
over.
church.
The
double
ring
ceremo

A large gander and goose are on In absence of the pastor pulpit ny was used. The couple were
disnlay in the window' of Rarns- to be supplied.
unattended, the family Of Mr. Wig
dall’s Ogunquit Market. The Sunday School at 12m.
gin; acting as- witnesses.
Evening
service
at
7.30.
gander which weighs fifteen
The counle had long been ac
Mid-Week
Service
Thursday
pounds, will be given away the
quainted, Miss. Curtis, who is a
evening.
night before Thanksgiving 'to the
nurse, having been in attendance
most successful guesse'r . bn- the Maryland Ridge M. E. Church when both of Mr. Clarriage’s chil
I shall place my entire stock of House Dresses at
2 number of beans in a quart jar. Rev. W, W. Lait, Ogunquit, Pastor dren bv his former marriage were
Cantail? Tunner of the . Clvde1 ; Sunday--.qfternoon service at 2.30 born, They had not met, however.
line has closed his house and left. . Jn. absehce of the pastor pulpit Since' the birth of the . younger
child until recently when their
on Tuesday ...fori Boston wliere he to bei-supplied.
acquaintance was renewed. By a
will spend a few davs before gq- Sunday school at ,3.30 p, m.
strange coincidence the marriage
‘ ing to hl« winter home in Jack
during the entire week.
took/nla'ce on the bov’s seventh
sonville Florida.
Biddeford
140 Main Street
birthday
and
the
wedding
sunner
BAPTIST CHURCH
Mr. and Mrs. Roger Hill of Ken- CHRISTIAN
’
and the birthday were celebrated
Rev. John G. Grace, Pastor. '
nebimk are stqnning at the George
together.
Perkins home for; two weeks dur
Mr. arid Mr?-. Clarriage are now
Sunday
morning
service
at
10.30
inc the absence of the fainily. Mr.
KENNEBUNK, ME.
MAIN STREET,
liviriff in the North Berwick road
Perkins is .awav on a gunning trin The pastor will preach.
but will soon remove to another
qnd Mrs Perkins is stonninc with Sunday school at 12m-.7
house in Wells. ,
v her parents in Portland until his Evening service at 7.30. .

OÇUNQU1T-WELLS

Ì

ANNOUNCING

TRIMMED and UNTRIMMED HATS

Saturday and Monday

I Moody

MRS. N. H. DAVIS

20 per cent Discount

Wells Eastern Depot

CLEARANCE SALE PRICES NOW

Dresser’s Daylight Store

Smart and up to the Hour

iS

g
S

Without
Question

Potter’s
Ideal Week
Monday Nov. 11

Saturday Nov. 15
20 per cent Reduction
Potter’s Bargain Store

A. A. BIENVENUE

KENNEBUNK ENTERPRISE, KENNEBUNK, MAINE

The Scope of Evidence

THE FASHION WAIST SHOP
239 Main Street, Biddeford, Maine

3500 SILK WAISTS
Seems like a tremendous number; well, it is. But it is
about the- quantity The Fashion Waist Shop must carry
in last one of three stores to give proper assortment, now
at the beginning of the great waist season of the year.
There are hundreds and hundreds of waists at $3.98 to
$10.00—hundreds and hundreds at $12.50 to $15.00—
hundreds and hundreds at $18.00 to $27.50, and so on to
$50.00.
This of eburse represents great purchasing, which means
z the lowest price possible. It means the important fact of
' all sizes; it means the very latest things in waists and
blouses for both women and misses. Right now is the
beginning of the great -waist season and ten thousand
dollars’ worth of silk waists .means a great opening,"
THINK OF IT! There are hundreds, yes, thousands of
latest models, in all the newset styles, from the simply
trimmed waists up to the elaborate ones with beautiful,
real laces. Hundreds of tailored and semi-tailored
effects; wonderfully beautiful waists for afternoon;
charming waists for dinner or theatre, with length of
sleeve anywhere ftom top of shoulder down to the wrist.
They say that the Paris designers have given great atten
tion to thè new features of dresses^ We know that they
have developed some of the most charming models in
waists ever produced—especially those in Georgette. And
why not? ) Georgette in a waist is becoming, no matter

in-what manner it is made up; no material takes such
soft, delicate colors. And then there- are the tailored
Satin and Crepe de Chine Waists, and, in addition, many
' charming net waists.
No wonder we are proud to announce in big type that
we are now prepared to show 3500 Silk Waists
$3;98 to 4.98,4.98 to $5.98,5.98 to 6.98 and so on to $50.00

Great assortment of Cloaks and Suits, Dresses and Skirts,
silk and other underwear, just arrived, ready
for your inspection.
THE WAIST SHOP

BIDDEFORD, MAINE

The Perfect Food
They are enticing appetizing, refreshing and satisfying!
You will enjoy them more than any Food you everate!
A. B. C. HOT BREAD AND ROLLS

Are free from any unpleasant cinder smut or smoky odors.
You will certainly appreciate our Rotary Oven and its Gas
Heat every day yoq/tise our Breads.

You will prefer A. B. C. BREAD AND HOT ROLLS Qual
ity and Sanity to any other Bread at any price. And—of
Course—the A. B. C. BREAD and HOT ROLLS are priced
JUST RIGHT!

“We’ve gone way past the Oldtime Bakers of Bread, and
with the A. B. C. HOT BREAD AND ROLLS bring sun
shine and food together into the home of our Patrons.”

Our Quantify and Quality Production
Biddeford, Saco, Kennébunkajtf the Port
—YORK COUNTY

By J. D. Hallen

I. L. EVANS & CO.

Acme
Clothes
Theatre Wringers

“And as it often happens that a the other side, with yourself—and
man goes in quest of silver suc he has sat silent under the ques
ceeds beyond his intention in find tions. You are not to assume
ing gold, which some hidden cause from that that he is; giving you a
KENNEBUNK
puts in his way,” you may turn up negative answer—giving him the
the very thing in your extended ex benefit of the« doubt, he may not
amination of the jury that will win have understood your questions;
your case. You will find a great the conspicuous trait of most Monday, Nov, 10 ONLY
majority of jurors uncultured, un mincis is not their intuitive' quali
gracious, jealous of their “rights” ty. You are, therefore, to pierce
Iron Frames, Wood Frames,
as jurors. Get rid of as many of the heart of each individual with
these as possible. If you ask them the personal and pointed object
Set Tub and Bench Styles.
a question along the lines indicat of the inquiry—his real relation
Plain and ball bearing.
ed, they will, be sure to fake offense to the case anc|/ individuality of
ALSO SPECIAL
and they Will carry it into the box its interested antagonists.
with them—and so you must con The steady and compelling mo
WED. &THURS.
tinue with such a man until you tive of every question addressee!
to a juror—any witness, should be
unhorse him.
Now and then in your experience a desire for the truth. You will,
you will find an elect man, en if you have made the proper pre
dowed for the,service you would liminary examinatiôn of the wit
have. Try and find the mood and ness,' always have him at the mer
.time conjoined* to get at least cy of your complete-and compre
three such—even one may do, on hensive discipline. Foryou will
your every jury. In Any event to Jiave a description of his daily life PROGRAM WEEK, NOV. 10 to 15
Monday
prepare the way for this Messiah and of his manner of thought-r-a
of your hopes continue the ex foreknowledge of him ; while he “THE UNPARDONABLE SIN”
.
will
know
nothing
of
you
and
will
amination along the lines indicat-’
Tuesday—Vivian Martin in
thus be unable to grapple .with
ed.
“AN INNOCENT ADVENTURE”
It may be as well said right yOp in the zclearer view of "truth.
Houdini
in the last episode of
here. Absolute and - complete Untruth makes poor cement.
“THE MASTER MYSTERY” i
knowledge of every juror’s mind However carefully designed thé
is; within the grasp of the eager structure may be, if ’tis cemented - Wednesday and Thursday.
<
intelligence of a lawyer pursuing with a lie, it-will n#ot;hold to
Gish in
gether.
You
want
no
man
in
your
the verity with any measure of
“NOBODY HOME”
diligence. In every case attempt jury y . box the unsoundness i>f Burton Holmes
Pictograph
to dp something that has not been Whose mind will allow him to, ^exFriday—Hale Hamilton in
before attempted. Only weak or plain away what the facts and his
__
“AFTER HIS OWN HEART?
shallow thought it is which con- better nature'tell him is to be
cieves that Euclid was the end of repented of. You are to deepen Marie Walcamp in the last episode
“THE RED GLOVE”
all theorems, that Aristotle, said the sincerity of his life with your
the last word on the natufe of questions until his task of pre
Saturday—Harry Carey in
'
human happiness, or that Cicero jury becomes impossible and it is
“BARE FISTS”
made the ultimate defense of old abandoned.,
Current
Events
Ford)Weekly
Bear in mind, always, your
age.
Truth is- always accessible and every question addréssed to a ju
Coming Monday, Nov. 17 only
may be authoritatively revealed. ror should be’in selected language,
The Great Nazimova in ’
Go after it, either with the juror illustrious^ cardinal, cóurtly, and
or any other witness. Where will curial. Let him cleanly under
- “REVELATION”
fulness is apparent wi^h the juror, stand that there is such a thing
the need of charity is hot evident. qs the genius Of learning, and that
BIDDEFORD. ME,
The man who will try to get into it is,inexcusable cónceit struggle
the jury box dishonestly, should against it. Let him understand
have the realms of his, insight, 4he that fhe well-being of the world
character of his sympathies, and is truth—verity* and that is the
John H. Hieserick D.
Isabelle
the fibers of his intellect well and thing you want jfrom him., Keep
Bryant Hieserick D. C.
I QUICKLY RELIEVE I
the. whole" Capacity ■ of your wit
trulv-explored.
CHIROPRACTORS
The best gift any lawyer could ness’ potential intellect constant
STOMACH GAS
have is the visualizing power of ly actualized in thought and ac
293 Main St, New Goodwin Block,
his imagination. If you have-the tion—thus it will not have stength
INDIGESTION Biddeford, 16 a. m.—12m. 2-4 p. m.
vift you must prove it by your abil to fence with a lie.
Tues., Ths„ and Sat, 7-8 p. m.
MONEY BACK IF THEY FAIL"
.The
fact
is,
in
the
acid
test
of
ity to sustain creative imagination
TRY THEM ANO YOU WILL
305 Sanford Trust Bdg., Sanford,
NEVER BE WITHOUT THEM
thru patient, arduous years to the work, we lawyers are not keen and
ALL DRUGGISTS 2.5 »
Tues., Ths. and Sat 1-7.30 p. m. Tel
accomplishment Of the tasks of confident1 in .our scholarship-' We
connections.
your profession. You must-be to have no glow in, the words we
yourself “Magister sapientium.” ter because we are .unsure of what
And you must prove it to yourself they mean or convey. The truth
every time you select a jurjT seems so inaccessible and error
Minds are ouite as easy to read as such a matter of fact, we let it go
manners. This, some readers may atthat. The cash we receive fof
say. is a surmise, but it is a sur appearing in the case is more than
mise accordant with, human na an opiate for our personal disapture.
pointment. We are not passion
Every detail of the drawing ofj ately zealous ~to do our part in
'evert’! furor is to be seriously stud-1 bringing the just judgments of
fed. We only attempt suggestions. ptruth uopn a perjured witness.
Let . the conscience and passion
Ohly bear this in m*ind.
One
never ones very far with a jury of a prophet control your ambition
when he does not know whither as a lawyer.' Let neither cash nor
he is going. Our profession is success be sufficient for your ef
shelved with books with which we forts, but the whole sphere zof
are disgustingly familiar, aspiring truth. Never be lacking in wealth
to demonstrate some precedent/ of intellectual material. And.
written to promote some reform never .feár frankness of speech to
or, to »olve some problem of the your juror, the, trend of your pwn
law. They mostly sink in the principles, and the scrupulousdark sea of desuetude because verity of yoúr évery question. A
they are too heavily loaded with .lawyer fights under many ■ flags,
the author’s opinions and theories. out the battle ought to be always
Let ybur imagination labor i^ith' the same—attention to the strug
the springs of life. And you will gling soul of man. His con
find that more truth enters the trolling purpose ought to be • a
mind of men thru imagination, faithful interpretation of the
than thru the reasoning faculties) truth.
la4t to
—and thru the imagination is thel A lawyer should be the Jadt.to'
wav to get the truth out of man. I attempt to climb into the light by
There are moments when, like-foolish reliance on the .power
some huge curtain, the mists of resident in his pwn will. The
uncertainty rolls aside, and dark verities of life are not reached in:
ly,, slowly, We can see the uncer that way., If your juror, witness,
tain outlines of the truth within is a wretched and misguided soul,;
the mind of any witness. Watch your questions are to t indicate to
and wait for this spectre of psy him the true nature of the evil.
chology. Then, seeking still for By almost fortunate provision hu
truth, venture to go behind the man minds, are clothed with the
forms of law and sophistry and character of the objects which en
gage their attention. Let this be
bring the truth to light.
Sometimes, it seems as tho a your constant vision: “How deep
candidate for the jury has a pref are Thy ways, O God, Thou only
Here is the simplest electric power wash
erence for untruth. You have great, that sittest silent on high
asked him, generally, if he is in and'by an unwearied law dispening machine made. It permits you to do
anyway connected with the matter seth penal blindness to < lawless
in. question, with the attorney on desires.
a washing without moving out of your
(To be continued)

SPECIAL

Mop
“Nobody Home”
Wringers
Dorothy Gish in

Several Styles
$L75 to $4.50

Flower

2 in. to 10 in.

T. LEVANS & CO

Electric
Washing
Machine

DR. W. T. COX

Motor Trucking

OSTEOPATH
113 Main Sr.,
Biddeford, Me.
From 1 to 100 tons'. No ■ com
Office Hours, 9 to 5.
Tel. Con. pany can quote lower prices on any
Graduate under the
kind of cargo from Furniture to
S^fid,
founder of the Science
Call me up, it will save you
Dr. A. T. Still,
money.

Dr Frederick R. Ferris
Mason Block*
Kennebunk
Evenings by appointment.
Telephone 49-8

R. G. SEÄVEY
Tel. 31-2

YOU’LL SURELY ENJOY OUR SPECIALS SATURDAY
PRICED.

SnOKE
CIGARS

THE JEWELER
»

MANUFACTURED BY *

Biddeford
-

There is no gearing on the top of machine
to carry grease into the tub.

The most practical Electric Wash
ing Machine made*

Ask for Demonstration at Our Stores*

H. P. Atkinson

DINAN
253 Main St.

tracks. All the gearing is underneath
the tub, leaving the lid clean and forming
a table for the clothes.

Kennebunkport, Maine

J. Randolph Holt, Manager
Open 8 a. m. to 6.30 p. m., Saturday until 10 p. m.

Horse-ShoeBrand

‘The Unpardonable Sin1

Osteopath
2p7 Plain Street, Biddeford

«WW

■»—

W. J.BradfordCo

Enterprise

$1.00 A YEAR

FOR SALE:—One Savage 303
Rifle cost $40.0Qwill sell at a Bar
gain—Apply/ at) Enterprise Office.

& Sons (Inc.)
FURNITURE, CARPETS,
RUGS, DRAPERIES

Atkinson Block
Biddeford, Maine

Atkinson Block
Saco* Maine

KENNEBUNK ENTERPRISE, KENNEBUNK, MAINE

IRennebunk Enterprise
PUBLISHER AND PROPRIETOR, ANNIE JOYCE. CREDIFORD.
Enterprise Phone 19

to render these services known. Church advertising will KNITTING YARN FOR SALE
1 readiness
be read and do identically for religion what commercial advertising
Direct from manufacturer at $2.25
does for business'.
From this it would appear that such an advertising campaign is
due to commence in the immediate future -and it is To be trusted that
Kennebunk will not lag behind in this, new work of evangaljzing.

CHURCH ADVERTISING THROUGH NEWSPAPERS
Glancing backward through the last few years ethics taken in the
all inclusive sense, will be found to have been more thoroughly revolu
tionized than they had been in centuries previously. Up to about fif
teen years ago ethics had been a fetish before which members of the
professions prostrated themselves with the most servile and' rediculous mummery. Doctors, lawyer^, the clergy, pedagogues and even
architects set up a bogy, termed '“professional ethics,” which they
used as one of their “props,” while practicing their, charlatanism, to
impress upon the lay man the dignity of their vocations. Those who
violated any of the unwritten laws of professional ethics were ana
thema among their fellows.
And the ordinary man, awed by the pseudo-erudite pronounce
ments of these men of-the various-callings, and confusing moral ethics
with professional ethics, was duly impressed. Now while moral ethics
are the'basis of thé higher civilization, professional ethics are nothings
but part of the stòck in trade of the men who preach them and the
public is fast awakening to the fact. The people today have come to
ridicule the pretensions of the doctors who asserts that he will not go
to the bed side of? a dying child because the medical association has
decided that none of its members.shall attend.the, family of a man who
has failed to pay his bill and to visit the child would not therefore be
professionally ethical; or that to piit 'a simple card in the newspapers'
for the convenience of the public would be professionally unethical on
the grounds that the. association frown upon it. Though it may be
professionally ethical in the eyes of the disciple of Ascleplades to re
fuse to minister to the sick child or to advertise, to the common man
the former is an unpardonable breech of moral ethics and the latter
stupid assumption of superiority over the business man.
The church has also had its code of professional ethics. They
were as far removed from moral éthrcs as thè antipodes, but breaking
of-one of the rules was looked upon with more horror than the breaking
of most of the ten commandments. But the times .and the clergy have
changed and with these changes have gone much of -the out; worn
panoply of ecclesiastical ethics. Fifty years ago had a man advocated
that church services be advertised in the newspapers hef would have
been denounced as little less than a blasphemer. Twenty-five years
ago he would have been considered traducer of the venerated tradi
tions of the church. Today he is held as a progressive worker for the
upbuilding of religion.
Not that in the past the clergy would not. accept all of the free
publicity that they could get,—there have been no more energetic
and enthusiastic press agents than: the ministers in getting their
churches and themselves bèfore the public and their activities, çoupled
with the apparently sincere belief that, in giving their church notices
fro the papers they haye been confering upon these papers ,a great
favor, has been a standing joke for years among newspaper men.
This feeling of the editors was not tinged with any disinclination
to give all of thé space asked for willingly, but it has always been a
moot question whether these ministers were really fooling themselves
or whether they thought that they were hoodwinking the papers. The’
attitude of most newspapers has been .that the influence of the church
es should he backed as far as possible, that the communities are bene
fited by them, and that they should encourage them in every way
whether the proprietors and editors were Tn sympathy with their doc
trinal propaganda or not. They have been the recipients of thousands
of square miles of .valuable space as a result.
Bui about twenty-five yqars ago a new factor rose. Mary Baker
Eddy was a firm believer in the efficacy of printers ink and with this
belief she United the Biblical text. “The laborer is worthy of his hire.”
The publicity department of the/Christian Science church sent Out
such news, which was real news, as .it had to offer, but when it desired
to have press agent notices inserted it paid forthem at regular.space
rates. It also paid for the printing of the resumes of the speeches of
its board of lectureship in the local papers of the towns and cities
where the lectures were given.
That this publicity paid and paid well was discovered by the other
denominations^ but they fell back on their old code of ecclesiaàtical
ethics and condemned the Scientists, but the more progressive leaders
in all of the church came to discover that the old code was as dead
as the first Ptolemy. The conservative thundered against the innoavtion but all of the time the Christian Science church grew by leaps
and bounds. Then the Mormons, the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter
Day Saints, presided over by some of the most-astute business men and
students of psychology of the day, untrammeled by any moss grown
ethics, jumped into the ring ând started a newspaper advertising cam
paign. The result of their display advertising sent the cold shivers
down the spines of the church leaders who saw their members apos
tatizing to the Mormon church.
Around this tinte shrewd .and able business men took ùp the fight
for prohibition, relegating the former temperance leaders to the minor
positions. They began a battle with printers ink, getting in all of
the free matter that they could and, when they failed to dead head it
through, paying for it. The ministers, being closely allied with the
movement, began to see a great light. They found that whefi they
began to- support the papers, not eternally demanding free space, the
papers supported them mòre whole-heartedly.
x- Through the West the churches began to band together, taking
pages and half pages at current rates, and the increase in the attend
ance at their services proved the truth of the old saying “It pays to
advertise.” To some extent the advertising plan spread through thè
Eastern churches but, im many of them, ecclesiastical ethics still pre
vailed and put a most decided damper on the spirit of progress. But
the church leaders are men of broader vision. They have studied the
problem à’nd now, .ili conventions, especially national ones, they are
speaking in no uncertain terms. They- insist that the churches shall
undertake an advertising campaign which will be as potènt as is busi
ness advertising. The latest church ^ody to take fa decided stand itó
the Presbyterian. The following story was sent out from Atlantic
City recently
. The executive commission of thè Presbyterian church in t he
United States of America, in Session here,, strongly recommended that
the 300 presbyteries in the country make spëéial financial appropria
tions for systematic advertising in the newspapers, it having been
found that such methods largely increase the church attendance. The
commission is also considering plans for establishment of a public
bureau for the church as a whole, and it is hoped to'make the denomi
nation the most advertised in the United States.
In connection with this campaign James B. Wootaii, director .of
publicity of the Presbyterian church makes thè following declaration :
“There are something mòre than 1,600,000 members of the Presjfcyterian church. “If they gave $1 each for advertising they would still
not be doing any better than one chewing-gum manufacturer is doing.
Or we might take the tobacco interests for our guide. They spent not
less than $ì6j000,000 the last year in advertising. If advertising is
good for chewing guni and tobacco, it ought to be good for the Chas
tain religion.”;
„ ïn additionfto recommending an appropriation of $1 per member
per year for advertising, Mr. Wootan comes forward with the sug
gestion that each church carry a display, adyertisment in its local
newpapers onee a week format least nine week, and note the results as
reflected in attendance. He implies that the outcome will make them
permanent converts to the policy of newspaper publicity.- '
Eugene Willard of Chelsea Mass., says Th the Bogton Herald:—
• The churches have services to render, and the extent of their in
fluence may be measured by the efficiency with which they make their

a pound, /Made of Maine fleece
wool and thoroughly scoured.
Write for samples H. A: Bartlett,
Harmony, Me.
Adv. 4t. ch 11-6-19.

Ask Us About

MAKE BRAID FOR RUGS. No

PurcGiicrnscyCrcam
FROM LAUDHOLM FARM
MAINE

WELLS
On Sale at

stripping, no sewing, uniforita ma
terial. Liberal treatment and
cash upon receipt of work. E. ?T.
BURROWS CO, Portland, Maine. !
Adv. 3t. ch. 11-6-19.

MAINE

A.most effective remedy for the relief of asthma

Unskilled intelligent men in
good physical coriditiori tg work
as Bolters and Reamers, $.58 per
hour paid at the start. STEADY
WORK. Call at the Employment
Bureau, The Atlantic Corporation,
Portsmouth, N. H.
Adv. 2t. ch. 11^6-19.

Send for free sample.
If your dealer cannot supply you order direct from

SERVICE

Sweet Cider
For Sale

Biddeford & Saco Battery Co.
9 Lincoln St., Biddeford, Me.

H. Hevey

E. Drapau

$15.00 PER BARREL

C. W. LEMOINE

Now is the Time to Rebuild Tires!

KENNEBUNK

The rebuilding of tires is no longer an experiment.
Any tire with the tread worn off and of fairly solid body
can be rebuilt and give from 3,000 to 5,000 extra miles.
Send in all your old tires. We will carefully inspect
them. If it is possible to rebuild them to give satisfac
tory mileage, we will do so.
Our prices are lower than any other tire rebuilding
concern. We also carry a full line of rebuilt tires in stock.

ACME THEATRE
flonday, Nov. io,

iqiq

ONE DAY ONLY

“The Uupardonable Sin”
WITH BLANCHE SWEETE
A Powerful Story of the brutality and injustice of Man toward
Woman, Unbelieveable, Unthinkable; its Dramatic
x
# Thrills will hold you riveted to your seat.
Prices 35, Children 25c

Prices 35c.

station

illara J

Enterprise 52 Copies $1.00

Evening at 7.15 and 9.00.

Kennebunk, Maine

Water Street,

Anyone having for sale Antique
Furniture, Old Brass, China, Banjo
Clocks, Tall Clocks, Old Glass,
Wrought Iron,' Andirons, Pewter,
Candle Sticks, Old Prints, in fact
dnythjhg in the Antique line. Any
one having articles to offer, ca|I
Do You Want To Save Some Money
br write.
Re-insulating abattery is about the most expensive repair there is^
ORSON R. CARTER, KENNEAnd there’s only one kind ¿of battery in general use that ..isn’t practi
/ BUNK, MAINE
cally certain to be rezinsulated—or. junked—within the next year or
two..
That one, exception is the Willard Battery with Threaded Rubber
Insulation.
Come in and we’ll tell you why.

Phone64-12

Matinee at 2.30.

A. M. SEAVEY’S

WANTED

arid hay fever. The healing fumes from burnz ing herbs relieves the choking sensation by
j clearing the air passages and soothing the irri' tated membranes. Tn use for more than 40
years. Two sizes—25c and'$1.00.
Northrop & Lyman Co. Inc., Buffalo, N.Y.

See the Premiums Given

WANTED

FISKE’S DRUG STORE
KENNEBUNK

Trading Stamps

TIRE AND TUBE VULCANIZING
We call and deliver for tires and tubes.

280 Hain Street,

Tel. 490

Biddeford

TO ALL CUSTOMERS
having their houses wired for electric lights
during the next three months

We Will Present
A Hot Point Electric Iron Free
Hot Point Irons have advanced to 7.00.
a limited supply at 6.50

We have

NORTON & HARDEN
Electrical
P. O. Square

Contractors

Tel. 151.3 or 137.4

Kennebunk, Me.

A few at 5oc. Children 25c

When you think of
GOOD JEWELRY—think
We have just received shipment
of 1920, models and are in a po
sition to make immediate delivery
of the Chevrolet Cars :
“Baby Grand .....____ $1343.90
(Model F. B.) Touring
“Baby Grand Roadster .... 1317.90
“Baby Grand Sedan ..... 1929.30
“Fout-Ninety Touring .... 820.50
“Four-Ninety Roadster .... 799.65
“Four-Ninety Sedan ..... 1293.70
“Four-Ninety Coupe .... 1215.55
Delivered
We also have for immediate de
livery Velie Passenger Cars; also
the Cole Aero 8. '
Our Sales Representatives, Mr.
Are# and Mr.- Mirier^ will be at
Thacher Hotel if you wish to have*
a demonstration.

GOOD WATCHES—think

H. L. DUPRE
RINGS—think

H. L. DUPRE
161 Main Street,

Biddeford, Maine

Next Door to Biddeford National Bank

Agents for 1847 Rogers Silverware and Community
Silver Plate Waterman Ideal Fountain Pens.

FALMOUTH GARAGE & TIRE CO
PORTLAND, ME.

Do You Need Water ?

R. W. LAIRD, MGR.

WRITE OR PHONE

Atcsian Well Company of N. H
CONTRACTORS FOR DRILLED WELLS
Office:

DOVER,x

Merchants’ Bank Building
Tel. 399-M

N.H.

AT THEIR BEST!
Just now our stocks are at their best in ladies’ and
Misses’ Coats, Suits, Dresses, Waists, Petticoats and
Sweaters^ '

PORTEOUS, MITCHELL & BRAUN CO.
PORTLAND

KENNEBUNK ENTERPRISE, KENNEBUNK, MAINE

the federalist United States" Ga set .definite bounds to historical
$53,600
zette was filled with the vilest epochs, yet it is convenient and
slanders of him. And when dear profitable for students of Ameri For customs, eleven
5,896
per cent ......
The other day there was brot old England, our fast friend of can history to remember that in
jnto Hay’s tailor shop, at Kenne today, had just7 passed Act 21 1801 the Dey of Algiers presented
. $59,496
bunk a child’s dress, a tiny one, George 111., c; 27, “denounced up the/following bill i to the United
And this couptry paid the bill
kiade of old-fashioned velvet on ,any one who should aid toward States for the ransom of American
after these twenty-one men had
plum brown freaked with conven giving America any tool, machine, citizens: held as slaves1—
$1'8,000 been kept in long and disgraceful
tional réd and white flowers; The or secret relating to manufacture 3 Captains at $6,000.
' 8,000 captivity. A child’s dress has
frock was worn by a child who in- any branch, a penalty; bf 200 2 Mates^ at $4,000 .«
8,000 lived to flaunt the memory of that
lived thru tlïe nineteenth into the pounds Stirling and one year’s 2 Passengers at .$4,000
14 Seamen at $1,400
19,600 shame in the face of Americans
twentieth century, departing ¿this imprisonment.”
of today.
life thirteen' years ,ago. The gar- When this old dress rwas new;
Inent is lined with a bit of sacking Aaron Burr, the brilliant grand
on which is printed ¡the following son of New England’s most famous
legend^ “Salt H. Robinson 54 preacher,. Jonathan Edwards, had
Ghatham Street.”
just fatally shot Alexander Ham
, The velvet itself is quite un ilton. Fear began to be felt that
worn and the color is; unfaded and the union would go to pieces and
bright, apparently, as on that day the Federalists be to blame. Too,
long since when.it was fashioned while that little maid was wear
into ,a gown that has outlived the ing her little, velvet 'gown, the
Corner Main and Washington" Streets
child and nonagenarian—for she United States , purchased from
died at ninety—who wore it. And Napoleon 1,124,685 square miles
BIDDEFORD, MAINE
now that same cloth1—it would of'land, Louisiana, doubled our
seem to be ofie hundred and twen national domain and placed this
The Bank with the Chime Clock
ty-five years of age, is about to country among-the great powers
begin another round of useful "of th’e world. *
ness. -It is to be tailored into*a About the time this tiny frock
fancy waistcoat for a male de was put off for the ¿longer dresses
cendant of the original wearer of of the growing girl, pur Admiral
that child’s dress.
Preble took Tripoli, ’ and, after he
■ ' As we handled this ancient had forced the prince to make a
Money saved brightens the future. Where is the money you have been
landmark of the eigthteentlt cen- treaty, the'U- Si A. still had to
earning all these, years? You spend it and somebody else puts it in the
tïiry how ' the mind wandered pay $60,000 in rasom money to the
bank. Why don’t you put your own money in the bank for yourself?
back thru the miraele years of the nest of pirates that infested north
twentieth century into, those: rude era Africa. And thus we see, a
Why let the other fellow Save What You earn.
times when “the United States hundred years, since barbarians
Mint'was stilb working by horse ravaged' the earth much as they
IT’S WORTH THINKING OVtR
power, not employing steam till do today., But that does not pre
Deposits commence Interest on the
18Î5Î” When the cast-iron ploughs vent us from presenting “fKe good
of hoine make, were slowly-; dis- old daysr thru the haze .pf the
first day of Every month
nlacing the’old ones of wood, i poet’s imagination of today.
When Jefferson was president, and | While it is often arbitrary to
ALIVE MORE THAN A
k CENTURY

■

H ....

Pepperell Trust Company

I
I

I

SAVING

I

I

I
II
i

PEACE BALL
KENNEBUNK TOWN HALL

Tuesday Evening, November

11, 1919

Tinkers Singing Jazz Orchestra
CONCERT COMPANY

CHURCH NOTICES
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE CHURCH
Sunday morning service at 10.30
Wednesday evening service at
7.45. Everyone ¿s cordially in
vited to attend.

BAPTIST CHURCH
Public worship next Sunday
morning at 10.30. The' Sunday
school : will meet at the close of
the preaching service, We shall
be-very glad for you to share the
pleasure and the inspiration of
our Bible school.- ?,
The Young People’s C. E. ser
vice' at 6 o’clock. All the young
people are invited to this service.
The “People’s Popular Service”
"at 7 ¿’clock on Sunday evening.
We are glad to welcome you to
this inspiring-servid;-* You can in
vite your friends to come along
with you and share the pleasure
of the evening.
The mid week social service on
Wednesday at 7,30. We will be
pleased to have you enjoy this
very pleasant evening with us and
share' profit Óf Christian fellow
ship.
The Church Social and. Supper
on Thursday evening.
Thè B. O. V.jClass will meet
with Mrs. Myrtle Hall, on Friend
Street, on Friday evening of this
week.

CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH
Will S. Coleman, Minister
Parsonage 57 Main St., Tel. 53-12
Sunday November 9

' 10.30 a. m.—Morning Worship,
with reception of a class into the
membership of thé church. This
sérivce will be followed by the
Lord’s Supper.
11.45 a. m.—-Sunday school,
with classes for all.
. 6.00 p. m.—C.-'E. meeting with
short talks, by local men, on-the
subject: Success in. Business.” :
a
w 7.00 p. m.—Mr. Coleman will
give the third ,and. final stereopficon lëéture on the theme: “The
Development of Religious Liber
ty."”. The subject of this- lecture.,
is: “The Pilgrims in the Wilder
” . It tells of'the Landing at
I ness.
'Plymouth Rock, thé trying experi
ences of the first year, culminat
ing with the “First Thanksgiving.
There will be 39 beautiful slides
mostly colored. You cannot af
ford to miss either the morning or
evening service.
Week’ night service Wednesday
evening at 'ESO o’clock, in the
chapel,, Get the habit of attending this important service.
, The Society social and supper
next Thursday evening, Supper
‘at 6.30 o’clock.
The pastor will call on High and
, Pleasant streets next week.

I
I

I

FIRST PARISH, UNITARIAN
Robert P. Doremus, Minister
Res. 1 High St., Tel. 45-3

Clothes as These
duct, not a one day’s venture, not flood
ed into the market to meet an emergency.

It is the product of years of

intelligent thought and careful work—-

a suit designed and tailored to supply
higher quality in its service. Master skill

and Great sincerity are built in these
Clothes.
The Hart Schaffner & Marx brings real
wearing satisfaction to thousands who
have wanted character and fabric in their
apparel. This suit is a welcome ex
pression of the besl ideals for service to
Men and Boys.

Lafayette Lyceum Course
WEDNESDAY EVENING, NOV. 12

Admission SOc. Tax 5 c.
SESEÇVED SEATS loc
Reserved at Bodge’s Monday, morning November lOtl.
subject all women ay /oe.”
’
i “You. nre positively making me
Alice Grey was a young house-1 hungry-; ■Premium Soda Crackers
keeper, but. her-words,.rang true-and seem ,to come at just the right time,
they held pretty Bessie Palmer’s atgf-o matter where they come,”
tention.
faughed Less. .
“These crackers,” coriîfnued AlicJ I-“^fiey do,, in all seriousness. Your
“are one of the rare articles of fb'oq ¡ippetife is always ready to welcome
flMBRy are prime favorites
that fit. the menu at i
ver*Wiything good to eat. is
- They lend attractivenésL .. . t _
I. Bobby and Agnes declare
tions of the meal. They satisfy t
ational Biscuit Company had
most capricious appetite
- when they
' “They, ar
^^^i'MW^F^ackers.
They
ers, one of he many famous <fii?odl klways look for the name ‘Premium
’
ucts of the National Biscuit Com|’^>n the crackers.”
pany.
an able champion,ri said
, “Among all thé f
ther cracker from
ever heard of, J
nd filling her
i four-fold d
goodness ca
on’t blame
We erijo
tincti’,
with
:ient
size,
th?
CRACKERS
yet. relis
flavor and thqir •
themealy texture, ,tj

EAT*MORE BREAD!

Service of Distinction, Quality, Worth
IF YOU HAVE NOT GOT IT NOW COME TO THE SHOP

HASKELL & JONES COMPANY,
Portland,

A good singing male quartette' is always welcomed herb. The best th ;
___ a____
s__here soon. It Is the I
Canada can produce is scheduled-to give
concert
Mille Quartette, headed by Mr. Hartwell DeMille,. famous baritone, and f •
sisted by Miss Hilda Buckingham, brilliant planiste from the Toronto Con
servatory ot Music.
Canada is proud of this-organization and has received them with op-"1'
arms the past summer when the organization appeared as the feature music ’
attraction on the largest and finest Chautauqua circuit in the Dominion. H,i ■ >
is an organization, we are told, that does not resort to horseplay or tricks • >
please an audience but rests its reputation squarely upon the ability
personnel to sing. Every member is a soloist and as such will appear fipyi
the program, while these four men have sung together so long that they ha’-.e
acquired a shading and a blending in their ensemble singing that cannot Lu
surpassed.

Service' at .10.30 A. M. The
subject of the sermon will be
“ANOTHER DAY,” ,a sermon for
Armistice Sunday.
Sunday school at 11.45. - The
lesson topic will be “The Mustard
d enjoyment of
Seed”.
slight saltiness. ,’
“They say!”.We have been untheir -goodness at
-der that authority more or less all
meal,, whether they’re date:
our life, unless we. are men and1
by themselves of with other
women of remarkable, consistent
foods.
independence, intelligence, force
The name PREMIUM is qri
of will. “They” exercises tyran
every cracker. Sold by the pound
arid in the fariiousjri-eri-sferii
ny in many, ways. “They” is a
Trade Mark package.
problem maker, the author of that wit
general wisdom which is so often hpw
NATIONAL BISC
COMPANY
no wisdom, compounded of false nut bu
being
sm
tlneeda E
o» partial' observation, supersti
’REM UH SMA CSAFJtfR«
they ar?
tion, old wives’ fable?, selfishness ers,
served at. home
and cyrfieism., “They” sets' the ing lunch. We eat t
fashions which rob us of our in thing ; from soup to
dividuality, our comfort, health, There’s never a' meal al
our very modesty and decency. without them. They .-m
Hr '
f the
“They” is a wise, doctor. He has ticular appeal' to.^every appetite.
mnay infallible i’emedie.s, com
pounded. from all the ignorances
of the past and the credulities of
the present. ‘‘They” is not only
a medical quack but a social
ouack, ever ready with sure cures
for all the.evils of society and the
ills of humanity. “They” also is
IT IS YOUR BEST
full of dark, inhibiting fears. He
stands in the way of progress.
AND CHEAPEST FOOD
“They say” is the refuge of dark
politicians, of vice, drink, en
trenched selfishness. “They” is
the authority for many ill-founded
opinions, the originator of fash-:
ions of the,mind as well as fash
ions of di^ess. “They” is the par
ent of fplly, the perpetuator of all
- IT IS MADE ATsorl^s of error. “They” is also the
sire^f wild rumor. Sometimes he
is merely, amusing Jn ludicrous
m i s a pprehensibns.
Sometimes
“they” is’''dreadful, terrible^ sett
ing devastating rumors -afloat.
“They” has ruined, many a bank
and reputable business house,
1 'Its Cheaper to Buy Than to Bake”
caused many a terrible panic,
with his wildfire or unbased ru
mor. “They 'say’?' was in war time
the tool of traitors, the ally of
the enemy. In “peace “They” is FOR SALE:—Black-' colt< two
FURNITURE
still the friend of our foes inper and one ¿half years old broken to
and outer.' “They” is an anarch-? harness last winter. Particulars _new SECOND-HAND — AU kipds of second hand furnfture '
ist, a Bolshevist, the sower of ru of 6. M. Hutchinson:, Kennebunk
bought at sjfe
mors and suspicions, the breeder port..,
3t pd.
of hates, the destroyer of civiliza
Highest Prices
tion.
in Large or Small Lots
FOR SALE

Thousands Have Wanted Such

Hart Schaffner & Marx is a finished pro

THE DEMILLE MALE QUARTETTE

Canada’s Best Singing Male Quartette Coming;

Joy’s Bakery

Maine.

FOR THE WINTER SUIT-THE OVERCOAT YOU NEED

Stylish, All Wool, Guaranteed and Right
GIFTS FOR MEN:—Neckwear, HouseCoats, Gloves, Shirts, Mufflers and Robes.
EVERY INTIHATE Desire of Man or Boy in the line of

*

METHODIST CHURCH
Fine squashes, $1.50 per 100 lb s.
at the house, $2.00 delivered,
Rev. Royal A. Rich, Pastor
Horace Furbish
12 Dane St, Tel. 37-3
Sea Road,
Services- will be held at the
Kennebunk, Me.
Methodist Episcopal church as us 10-2-19, 3t. Adv. ch.
ual. The pastor has. returned to
his charge and although confined
to his home with a bad cold ex
pects to be able to conduct the seryipe on Sunday. ■

Enterprise

If yob have anything for sale'teleph<>’ (
or write me. Best line of new and - novated furniture at reasonable
L
It will pay you to call.

H. SHapiro
74-80 Elm St., Tel. -239-R, Biddef m

$1.00 A YEA..

KENNEBUNK ENTERPRISE, KENNEBUNK, MAINE
TEST, TYPE AND TRIUMPH
OF THE DISCIPLES”

llllMÍllllllííilllíl

A Selling of Newly Shown Self Also Fur

Editorial

Trimmed Suits in Best Styles

Keeping up
Merchandise of every sort has
advanced to a point where a store
must declare itself in favor of
‘price” or of “quality.”

Suits whose neatness of stitching and cutting is as notable as the charm and
becomingness zof their styling* These suits are high in quality, perfect in
style, and wonderfully low in price. Some have the smart peplum effect,
many are fur trimmed, and every ofae of them was carefully selected by^us
for its exclusiveness in model..
/ -

We Shall

Maintain

Quality
Though the. lojvest prices consis
tent with dependable quality will
be maintained always, we shall
not sacrifice^ dependability to be
able to name a seemingly low
price.

Shown in Oxford, Velour, Silvertone, Broadcloth and Silvertip. Select your
Suits at Youland’s this week at
- $30.00, 40.00, 50.00, 60.00

COATS FOR FALL

Inferior merchandise is; never
economical—it cannot withstand
the test of wear. We' firmly be
lieve "that your' satisfaction de
pend^ upon the service yofir pur
chase gives rather than the slight
saving in cost. Therefore

The materials include eyery desired. cloth in every stylish and becoming shade. ? You will make a mistake to wait longer
in selecting your coat for 4he scarcity of good wear is becoming more acute, this great variety is exceptional and we advfse your immediate examination, especially at these prices'.
'
/' / » - ,
J
/

We
shall unswervingly maintain,' as
in the past, our policy of-

Quality First
W. E. YOULAND CO.

The much wanted beaver also
plush Coatees

Cloth Coats for Women and
Misses—many Fur trimmed.

33 and 36 inches long, made of Salt’s rich, soft plush, variety of the best ihodels and plenty of them at........
....................... i.. ?............... $27.50 to! 65.00
Full length Coats, of Salt’s Esquimette Plush, also Baffin
Seal—some self trimmed, others with-fur trimmed collar
and cuffs. Sizes 36 to 49. prices <............ .*.....
.'...
........ $35.00, 40.00, 45.00, 52.50 upwards to $b2o.00

Shown in Velour, Silvertone, Kersey, Polo Cloth, Bolivia
and many other favored materials. All the most wanted
styles and colorings are here for your selection. Special
groups at ............. ... . .4 ............. $25.00, 37.50 and 50.00
Others up to ....U.......... ..........................
<$95.00
Junior Coats. A- most excellent showing of self, also fur
trimmed coats for girls, in sizes 15-17-19, at prices.
............. S.. • •> .. $20.00,,.25.00 upwards to 50.00

Women’s
Underwear Week at Youland’s.-Means complete Stocks of best styles from
the best makers of Women’s Knit Underwear at lowest possible prices
Munsing Wear

FOREST MILLS

CARTER’S

Every time you buy Munsingwear knit un
derwear you are joining the ranks, of well
dressed women everywhere, Who know that
when they purchase Munsingwear" they are
purchasing satisfaction—fit—style; in short
value extraordinary. ;
7018— Light weight cotton.
7019— Medium weight cotton.
6139—Heavy weight"cotton?,
1719'—Silk and wool.
6119—Heavy wool.
3521—Heavy weight co.tton, fleece lined.
It comes in perfect fitting models, There is
one for you.
Vests and Points of, cotton, also wool ..
....................................... $1.00 to $2.75
Union Suits of cotton only....... ............

UNDERWEAR
FOR WOMEN

Reg, U. S. Patent Office

KNIT UNDERWEAR

Meets the requirements »of discriminatihg
women who demand a perfect/fitting undergrament, woven of the finest yarns and giv
ing-unusual service.
330—LigM weight cotton.
3180—Medium weight cotton.
910-—Heavy weight cotton, fleece lined.
3132—Heavy'weight merino3154—‘Light weighf-rrferirLO. . ' U
3287—Medium weight silkateen and. merino.
All the desirable shapes and sizes may be
obtained in the above numbers. in Vests,
Pants and Union Suits .. . . ..........

(

Women are yb pleased with the kind of com
fort, style and service which Carter’s gives.
It, is a matter of pride with the wearer of
Carter’s that she Wears Carteris. She tells
her friend* Mrs. -—— with- satisfaction that
she wears Carter’s. It stamps herf. as discrimminating, for Garter’s Knit Underwear
5is the kind . which discrimminatingv well
dressed thoughtful women wear.
465-12—Light weight cotton.
4OO49-—Medium weight, cotton.,
499-15—Heavy weight cotton.
488-15—Heavy weight wool.
Examine Carieris and note the good points
for. yourself.d Prices of Vests, . Pants and
Union Suits«of cotton......... $1.00 to $2.25

1.00 to 4.00
Children’s Coats
for Fall and
Winter Wear

New Hats whose novel
trim will delight the
woman of taste

A/■

As the cold weather closes in you will find the warm coats to
be a'welcome and' healthful addition to thé little folks’ ward
robe. They cost less than a dbctor’sJMll and are as pretty in
wear as they aré. comfortable-and warm.Materiais are Velour,
Kersey^ Plush, Corduroy, Cijjnchilla and SilVertone. Most ex
cellent values at ........ $7.98, 8.98, 10.00, upwards to $27.98
Ages 2 to 6—7 to 9 intermediator—8 to 14.

Plush hats,; Velvet hats, Beaver hats, all of them so varied in
the fancifulness of their trimming that you owe it to yourself
to view them carefully and see the last word in stylish Fall
millinery.
Special groups at ... /.'. .....................
$5.98, 6.98 7.98
$5.00 untrimmed Velvet hats, now......... ...................
$2.98
$7.00 and $8.00 untrimmed, also ready-to-wear hats now $5.00
$7.50 black, also brown untrimmed beaver hats, now .... $5.98
Special^ in Children’s hats at;
$2.98, 3.98

In the Silk Hosiery Sec
tion note these prices.

Boys’ Warm Winter
wear in Suits and Coats

Time to Buy Blankets
Now

Flannette nightgowns
for all the family.

No.^S-275—'Pure silk and fibre, Gordon make;
black also white. Price\......... • $1-50
No. 251—‘Pure silk full-fashioned hose, Onyx
make; black .also,white. Priced». $1.98
Nos. A-60, 135Q—Pure silk full-fashioned
hose; black, white, navy. Price .... $2.25
H-300—Gordon make heavy, pure silk hose,
full fashioned; black, white’, grey, Chippen
dale, chocolte. Price. . .. .................... $2.50
No. 1682—Extra 'heavy jail pure* silk hose,
full fashioned. Price *...........;.... $3.50

Boys’ Blue Chipcilla Overcoats, ages 5 to 9,
heavy, .warm lining. Special at .... $6.50
Boys’'Juvenile Suits of'Corduroy, navy, also'
brown, ages 3 to 8.'Specials at $6.50 ahd 8.98
Boys’, JTuvenile Suits’ in - fancy mixtures,
white sailor-collar and tie, Special at $6.98
BoysLMixture-Suits with two pairs qf trous
ers, Assortment of best styles, âges 6 to 16
Specials aty.. ....... $10':00, 12.00 and 12.98

Cotton blankets in white, also grey, various
sizes and weights .~..... $2.25, 2.75 2.98, 3.75
Woolnap blankets in white, also grey,"“full
bed size. Prices/...... $4.25, 5.00, 5^75, 6.50
Wool blankets in white, also grey/ pink, blue
and yellow borders. Specials at
...........................
$7.50, 8.50, 10.00
Fuji siz£ Bed Comforters at ..,.. ..............
.....
$2.98, 3.50, 3.98, 5.00, 5,98
Assortment of dolors and patterns.

Made right, cut right, of excellent quality
of outing. ' , ,
.
Women’s warm night gowns at? prices/
.....................
$1.25 upwards to $2.25
In white, also fancy stripes.. '
Men’s heavy flannelette night gowns, all
sizes. : Specials at............ ;...., $1.50, 2.50
Children’s night gowns 'of extra' heavy, col
ored outing, various styles at .... $1.75, 1.98

Women’s Gloves in an assortment of best styles and colors
at prices from

ranging from
THESTORE OF QUALITY

SERVICE

$1.00 to 3.50'

Sermon by Rev. N. W. Lindsay of
Cape Porpoise, M. E. Church.

"Because of the absence of* the
pastor, Rev. R. A,. Rich, the ser- J
vices at'the M. E. Çhùfèn last Sun
day were conducted by the Rev.
N.ZW., Lindsay, and trie sermon
for the day was “Test, Type and z
Triumph of the Disciples.”; As
usual, the mattei* offered wasem- ?
inently ’superior to the number of
those’ who were there to partake
and enjoy. One winders why, ih ,
these stormy and perplexing years
men do-not the more eagerly seek
the», singular elevatiOn and purity
of that Jove which cherishes the
whole universe everywhere, every- , time.and away out there beyond—
the mvsterv world unshadowed by
evil thoughts nr envipus impulses. ;
Buffhat is quite another story.
, “The*test of the disciples,” begayi the preacher, “is hiS power of
will to heed the words of the Mas
ter—‘Take up thy cross and follow
me.L We are there- j;aught that ,
there' is a medium of testing/ and
we do not have to take the word of
every comer. We have a right to'
test all things. ‘If any man come
after me, let' him take up hiscros's,
and follow me:’- There have been
hostsvpf ^dreamers, seers, prophets
and worshipers.\ But their offer- ?
inqs have been mostly formalism.
We find Him frequently-' in the
house of worship, but his work. '
was mostly out in the open fields,
along the’shores of the sea. on the
slopes of-the hilly, and mountains.
HisUtest was the one we, are to /■
follow."-His test should be ours.-“The Christian Church has been
dominated hv . formalism. There
have been many changes for the
better/ even in the verv credo we
have read this morning/ Those
who have the inn or life and throbing spirit of the divine nature now
■eav not that ‘He rose again;’ but.
‘He rose.’ Do words mean any
thing to vnu? Are vou looking
Father for -emotion s, thoughts,,
memories, ideals—the clearness
and comnoBiriir power of the couse
oration nf life? The disciples or\4
onj. J ord should net be formalists. ■
The Master stated thé test- for
those wto' came after 'Him—‘He
must to^e pn the'cross and follow '
Me* The disciples .must follow
him in spirit—tbev must haye con- |
fictions, not opinions. '
■ “The -'type’ of the discipleS zis
the man ofjhose inward prompt
ings which become incorporated
truths of faith. There is. no fickle- .
ness in that love"which finds ex
pression in our- Christian faith.
The type of man that follows, the
Master into the presence of- the -v
vaster issues of life is the one who
does not hesitate to, subordinate
personal considérations to the wel
fare of the work of the Master.
“Every day, in this world, Christ
is hot and sold. The disciples must
bé of; such unquestioned'integrity
of faith that they tyay>go alone
.along the straight path, and scorn
the path of ev.il. The selfishness,
the jealousies, and the avarice of
this world do not address them- /
selves to the type disciple—with
high purpose and coùragp he has
taken up his cross, and thus he is
richly endowed for the service of
Christ./ .
“The triumph of the disciples is
actual fellowship. ^Have we real- ,
ly become a pattof His love as it
is ? He cast the fear of death out
of the mind of the disciples. DdU-‘
we thus completely trust Him. in
this life of ours? Why is not the
Church the more: abo^ndingrin the
service of God ? I will_tell you.
Why. Because'the Church is filled
with small-town provincialism.'
Its vision is limited. Jesiis was
talking to the spirit and not to
the measure of man. The urge»
of His teaching was strength,
And you are to. catchi this same
strong spirit of the keen and con?
fident Joy of unutterable love that
Jésus gavé us. The sentiment of
our lives is fully -expressed in the S
new and Vulgar song of the day-^^B
‘Bubbles.’ Restlessness. Men are
seekjhg for. freedom. We miist'ife
have the, moderation of a love, that
does not drag us down—beautiful
fellowship and friendship;/ with
God. ’■ Friendship with and love of
the Master.”
,
Therevwas a spell; of compellingdevotion in the/quiet words of this, <
sermon—»words to broaden the
sympathies,! and strengthen the
fibers of the intellectual and moral character of-the listener, And
the preacher was frank of speech,
faithful to the principles of the
Church, and scrupulously obser
vant of the word of*the. Master.
A sermon worth the while...
DO UNTO OTHERS’

In the old days, before we old
fellows grew up and became pro
prietors in Ò.urf own behalf, we
used to think much of the man
who gave his help consideration—,<0
and we made sure to make good to
him. As we now look back across
the years the memory comes,, that
it is always well “To do unto
others as- you would have them do
unto ,you.” - Yesterday or yester
year, we enjoyed the holiday—we
wonder if the clerks of this day •
do not do about the same kind of '
thinking as we- did when we were 4
in their place ! Shall we not con- £
sider this ? :
FOR SALE: 1 painters .rigging
consisting of 1 fall, jacks, and
hooks will be sold very reasonable
Apply to ¿Lincoln. Mitchell, York
street, Kennebunk, Me.

Bnterpsisè Ads. PAY

KENNEBUNK ENTERPRISE, KENNEBUNK. MAINE

Eastman's 54th Anniversary

Lower Village

The evangelistic services being
w *#*
held at the Adventist uuuivxi
church will
, continue over Sunday. Services
on that day 12.45,. Sunday School
2 and 7 p. m. preaching by the
evangelist H. A. Mitchell of North
Lieutenant Robert Brown of Adams. Good, audiences are pres
The W. CZT.-U. held a Special
ent each night and much interest
open meeting on Monday evening Washington was entertained at is
manifested. The talented sing
in the vestry of the Baptist church the Sherman Merrill farm over ers
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Moulton
The particular object in view Sunday, where Mrs. Brown"' and of Biddeford
are valuable assis
wa,s the increase in the member son haye" been visiting for several
ship of the local union. The weeks. Mrs. Brown returned tants^! these services. Saturday
President, Mrs., Abbie Goodwin, with her husband to-the national evening they are to be held at the
called the meeting to order, stat Capital on Tuesday, where Lieut. Neighborhood House, Kennebunk
ing the purpose of thé gathering Brown expects to be stationed for Beach at-7 o’clock.
and welcoming the . company. - Af the-winter.
Mrs: Arthur W. Clark and young
ter the singing of an appropriate g 'Next Sunday'morning at the daughter
have returned home af
selection, the Scripture was read Methodist church the pastor will ter an extended visit with her
and prayer was offered. Papers speak, on “Christian Socialism.” parents Rev. and Mrs. I. E. Terry
were read as follows: by Mrs.
; In the various lots listed below will be found only the season’s newest and best models, fashioned of
of New London, Conn.
Prescott, on “The Origin of' the
Movement;” Mrs. F. H. Pratt,
Thé Ladies’ Aid of the Advent
the most desirable fabrics in leading colors.
“The Life of Frances E. Villard;”
ist Church met with Mrs. C. H.
$35.00 and $39.50 Coats
$69.50 to $85.00 Coats
Mrs. Campbell, “Life of Mrs, L.
Robinson this week Wednesday
M. N. Stevens.” Mrs. -E. A. Good *C. E. Currier who is employed in afternoon, "
win, “The Future of the W; C. T. Bostón spent the week-end 'with
Mr. Harry Shackford and fami
U.” - All bf these papers were well his family.
prepared and' effeçtively read. ; Mrs. C. W. Arnold of Haverhill, ly of North Kennebunport have
Warm, serviceable and stylish coats at 29.50 are not usual.
In .this lot will be found soft, warm fabrics of superior
Then-remarks were made by the Mass., spent a few days at her moved into their new home on the
It is truly a wonderful oltjof attractive, well made gar
Wells road which was purchased
quality such as Peachbloom, Velour, Silvertone, Chamel
ministers present. Afterward a Beach Cottage last week.
ments—of-Silvertone eVlours. Some are full lined, others
number of new members were re Sunday School will be held at of Mr. J. W¿-Nicholson. .A garage
eon Cqrds, in desirable colors' and latest models. Some
body lined. Both misses’ and women's styles and sizes
ceived and presented with white the Neighborhood Hall each Sun is being built on the premises for
Stout sizes are included.
included. .
ribbon badges. Later refresh day, at 2.30. All arp welcome. Miss his car.
ments were served and a social Josephine Green is in charge.
$50.00 to $65.00 Coats
Miss Eleanor Bonney entertain
$87.50 to $110.00 Coats
hou'r was enjoyed.
Miss Addie York returned home ed seven little friends Tuesday af
Arrangements are! being pushed Monday after a, few months in ternoon It being her birthday.
for the celebration <of 'the /two Somersworth, N. H.
Games were pjayed and refresh
hundreth anniversary of the re The meeting attheNeighborhood ments of cake, cookies and ice
ceiving of the'charter by the town Hall Saturday evening was well cream were served. The little
The materials are -plain Velours, Silvertone Velours, Ox
Superior quality garments—of Silver-tipped Bolivia, Lusóf Arundel from the Massachu attended about 76 being present. folks remembered their little hos
ford fabrics in brown, mahogany, black and different
setts Bay Colony. The date is Rev. Howard Mitchell of the A. tess with
shades of blue. Smartly belted models in tailored and
troM, Evora, Cachmirtyne and Peachbloom. Showing the
appropriate gifts.
Tuesday, Nov. 18th, and the-ex C. church of North Adams gave a Among
best of tailoring and finest.of Pussy Willow sik linings in.
semDtailored effects, also Polo Coats, misses’ and women’s
those present were Charles
ercises will take place in the South very interesting and helpful talk W. Robinson,
fancy and plain effects.
sizes.
Benj. Richens, Edith
Congregational church. It Is ex from Eph. 2—8, 9, , Harry Moul Richens, Elallie Wyman and her
pected to be a memorable occa ton and wife of Biddeford assisted little, sister.
sion,
him by two fine selections in songj
Judge LuqueS has returned from Mr. Mitchell is>a powerful speaker
a visit in Passaic, N. J.
and Mr. and Mrs. Moulton are
The Red Cross drive is now on very
pleasing singers. Mr. Mitchell
in fuit swing in this community!-will
speak again next Saturday,
Mrs. Helen Smith and Miss Edna Nov.
:
8 at the Neighborhood Hall
To the woman who has found the cost of a GOOD suit higher than she expected this season, this offer
Rollins are canvassing the homes at
j 7 o’clock. Come and bring a
of the neople, and the Atkins Shoe friend
j
with you.
ing will be especially timely.
Store hâs been made the down Mrs. E. F. Dwight returned to
town headouarters where thèse her
]
home in New York Tuesday.
may Call Who cannot await the
Considerable damage, was done
$85.00 to $117.00
coming of the canvassers. Good to
| property by the high tides of
$65.00 to $75.00
$45.00 to $55.00
success is being met in-the work, jthjs week. The road way was
as ought tó be the casé. Every badly
i
washed in some places, three
one j^of course. interested in aid- (electric light poles were washed
ing the Red Cross to continue the ,out and one carried out to sea and
tasks -that ,it has already under the line broken cutting' off the cur
Fur trimmed Misses’ Suits with
High grade tailored garments of
taken and to enter fields of mini rent.
Misses’ and Women’s models in
short ripple coats—tailored and
Duvet de Laine, peachbloom, Ve
stration that may open suddenly
Velour, Silvertone and Tricotine.
semitailored models for women,
lour, .Tricotine and Tinseltone,
nt ««y time.
Smart belted suits with pockets;
in Smart Mixture^, Tricotine,^Ve
The; schools onened on Monday,
Soine; with fur trimming in the
others tailored and semi-tailored
nftpr a recess from Wednesday of
lour Checks, Plain VelourS and
season’s most desirable , models
Ipyt week, prfven in order to per
—in navy, brown, oxford, tan1 and
and exclusive. fabrics. Stylish
/ Silvertone Velours. Also stylish
mit the teachers to attend the anstout models iricluded.
stouts in this lot. ,
Mr. Frank Lombard lost a valu
'N black.
•nnni contention in Portland.
able horse last week. -In some
—A PLEASING MODEL IN
Miss Hannie Palmer anent - a way the animal got loose and was BLACK
OR BROWN BRIGHTEN
part* of the dava of closed schools kicked by another, breaking his
ED BY A GREY BUCK TOP
Jn a visit to Kent’s Hill
which necessitated his
New LA FRANCE boots effec
Mrs. F, E Clough is visiting shoulder,
being killed.
tively supplement a smartly tailor
-friends in Boston. Her daughter.
¿ ,i There will be ,a regular meeting ed suit and dashing hat.
Mrs Eona Webber of Portland, ¡of Arundel Grange, Friday even
Because her shoes bear the LA
is keeping house for her 'daring ing Nov. 7th A good program wjth FRANCE trade mark Milady will
her, 'absence.
address by an" able man.
have absolute foot comfort as well
-Mrs. Katherine Deshon, who is anJflrs.
Lizzie Goodwin who has , as the pleasure of being beauti;n Woodistnck. Vt.'.--Is expected been the guest of Mrs. Charley ' fully shod,
home the first of next week.
Sherman is spending a few days
We shall be glad to show you the
■ The ladies of the Methodist
Kennebunk.
| new LA FRANCE models which
çhrirnh will serve supper next in Miss
Mildred’Clough, has been we carry in AA to EE widths,
Wednesday- evening. Nov,. 12th.
spending a week with friends at,
■R'rank E. Hamilton, who is now Hollis, Maine;
I“
7
mi
ai
• L
filling a position in Portsmouth.
Mr. ahd Mrs. C. H. Sherman NTQThp
NllAPlQT
N H.. snent the week end With hav£
closed this home, and gone niHgall U 111U
UllVUlOl
_ ___
z jbilities. Only when we were lost,:away. Thus it was that I could
Mr and Mrs. F. C. Seavev.
for the winter. They j
Opp. The Library.
Walter F Day of Bath was at to. N.be Y.,
Written for the Enterprise by ¡all was to be lost. I shall think ¡imagine no surprise awaiting me
much missed in this neigh
the home of his narents, Mr and will
Harvey Alston Grant, .Late of til®, ever more that rumors are part of ¡on my lonely journey thru the wilBIDDEFORD
hood.
I
Mrs. William R. Dav. over Sunday.
U, S. Naval Aviation
jthe mob spirit of lawlessness put- j derness of the North Sea.
George Arne of Portland spent
ting on a brave front.
.1 But a faint light off there toward
thé week end hère.
I suppose that all the soldiers
The Bov Scouts met on Tuesday
'
There
were
about
one
hundred
the shore line arrested my attenwho went to the front expected to
onrl I
T direced the
Fino pilot
TillriF F
cveping of this week, instead of
toa cir
the Humber tion,- and
die. That all were in, equal dan men at our camp on ' 4-1»
evening.
ger goes without saying.. But who had their first lessons in fly cle around. He moved about as is intended for general use either Monday
A number of r.ases of whooping
those who did their bit in the air ing with Capt. Fred Willis. It was directed just as the quick flashes inside or outside work where a pnuo-h
developed among the
had never an expectancy of enjoy not long before we formed groups of a machine gun came across- the hard durable finish is ^desired and childrenhave
of the Lower Village.
ing the reward of rest after the to compare notes as to what we water. Still we could make out will not turn white.
The snecial evanvelistis serstruggle was over. Every time had seen or heard for the day ho pMne, and yet something was. During the .week October 13 to,> yiçes
The families of the near neigh- , merit of the ^Sunday School, who;
in the-Advent church are be
one went up he looked through the anent the Captain. How many coming with a flaming fire at' its 18; we will give a good ¡1% inch j-ng continued
this week, -the nas- bors of Gapt. Payson T. Huff were! recently entertained- the mothers
open window of the sky and saw ¡ times members of our “One Hun- i head. While I gazed out thru the varnish brush to purchasers of a
- last Thursday
rrn-..-~ j — and'children at the.church vestry,
to his home
the wreckagp-of his kind strown ¡dred” as we called it, had seen the night glass the distant flashes cir- half , pint and the .price is 45 cents tdr hein«»' assisted bv Rev. Horace invitèd
Mitchell of Massachusetts. The evening by his daughter, Miss Lil assisted by several of the ladies,
andj elusive and for half a pintbver fields of dead men and live Gapt. actually shot down into the pied,I, grew vague —
j.meetings have proved vehv inter lian, the occasion being Câpt. reports thirty-two members in this
shells. Every night on the return North Sea it is'now. idle to try to I were snuffed out in the night.
esting. and a number of young Huff’s eighty-ninth birthday. The Department. ?
recall.
Always
the
next
day
an

PRYOR-DAVIS
CQ
to camp we.e’agerly scanned the
house Was prettily decorated, in
Schooner -Richard J. Nuhan,
In any event, we turned back in
neonle have come forward.
other
of
ours
would
come
in
from
[sky to have the first news of those
“The Old Hardware Shop”
green and yellow èrepe paper, au Capt. Robert Wildes, was in port
to, our course once more, and had
Frank
Morrill?
who
has
been
his
flight
with
a'new-story
of
the
who did mot-copie back. We had
Saturday from Jeffreys waiting
gone about fifty miles, x when I 36 Market., St., Portsmouth, N. H seriously ill with sciatica rheu- tumn leavés and marigolds. [A___
i 'b interest in the world—we were prowess .of Captain Willis—and he heardsa great rattling of guns be
Tel. 509
.most enjoyable time was spent in ¡for better weather. \ Capt Wildes
matism.
is
improving,
and
hopes
I
was
alive
once
more.
too busy trying to destroy.
conversation and in playing games had some moving picture actors on
hind us. Again I ordered the
to he about shortly,
Underneath the superficial gayety
plane about, and looked toward the
: , . On Thursday evening. Nov, 20, in which Capt. Huff joined, untiL board jvho ar^ taking scenes with
of the camp there was always deep • These stories were all alike,z had coast again while? an airplane
the union meeting-will be held in refreshments were served which ¡marine settings for comedy picanxiety-bittemesaand sadness of
î n Sî
en .
the Methodist church. The speak consisted of ice cream and fancy jtures. Mr. Sumner Coleman ofcame blazing .up over the horizon
the
’
previous
battles
of
the
same
heart because /victory brought no ! nature, all emphasizing-the. sinis from,the direction opposite to that
er will be Mrs. Adelaide Snow, cakes and cookies. Then the birth-. Kennethmkport was with them as
gift back from the clouds except
National Field Secretary of the day cake aglow with its eighty- camera man. r
\
which I had seen the other disz
that of safety for the time; and ter attacks—heàd-on, the Captain appear.
Methodist Woman’s Home Mis- nine candles and beautifully dec- : Capt. and Mrs. Frank A. Nuout of the further
men were, lost by the hundreds, made, the murderous charge of the distance Then
* sionary Society, .who is making a orated with leaves and marigolds,, nan and daughter Elizabeth, and
came renewed bursts, of
who finally dispatched' our
thrown away on the :job, because HUn
tour of the" Conference. Mrs. was brought In, and, inspected and Miss Helen F. Ward spent a part
hero. But in this time I had npt flame and another plane drove
afford
they were not fully trained and seen
Snow is a most interesting and admired by àll,.-it afterward being of last week on an auto trip
straight at the oncoming foe—that
my friend again.
machines were faulty. î^vertheentertaining speaker, and will be taken to the dining room where through eastern Mainò.
were enemies we were both
less, our service was. marked all It is a far cry from the placid they
RELIEF heard with pleasure by people of it was cut. and xerved to all the Edgar G. Huff left for Boston
after my companion and self
over with the command—^“Imme Maine countryside of Kennebunk sure,
all denominations.
guests by Mrs. Edgar and Miss last Friday and on his return
diate!” TO-morrow some one else to the turbulent overworld above had exchanged views thru the Relief from Headaches
The November meeting òf the Lillian <Huff. Everyone thorough Saturday he was aécomplishéd by
might take- our plane—extempo the North Sea at night. It is death “boat” phones.
Relief from Nervousness'
Board of Trustees of the Public ly, enjoyed seeing^ and hearing, his sori, Wésley P. Huff who re
rized from the ever-changing per and romance,. Wifh adventure .al That there was a good fight on
Relief from Dizziness •Library. Association will be held Capt. Huff and his daughter open cently underwent a serious opera
sonnel, who had learned all he ways just above the clouds for any. we felt Sure. The two planes were
in the library next Monday even the packages and comment on-the tion at the Eliot Hospital, Boston.
Relief from Many
knew about North Sea flying over one bold enough to start in its pur going about it as tho there was
ing, thè 10th, at 7.30 o’çloçk.
little gifts .of Ipve and apprecia The many"friends are glad to see
Forms
of
Defective
Vision
night.
suit off Belgium, and I had long only the-endeavor to get to close
Miss Doris Milliken spent sever tion which had been left on the the voung man in so improved a
’ Alarmist reports of all sorts ■surrendered myself delightedly to quarters' soon as might be. We
al days last week with relatives table. .All felt the evening had condition, and hope to see his com
were in free circulation all the its sinister enchantment. I felt were anxious to “see the bottom of
LITTLEFIELD
in Portland.
been well spent and that it was plete recovery in the near future.
days and every day. One day- that there was a sense of the mi the basket,” maybe aid a friend,
Dr. and Mrs. (X S. Holmes of a rare privilege' to meet with a
Mrs. William Perry7 and son
Optometrist and Optician,
thei’e would be a tale—no. one be raculous jin all we did in the so we edged in clos^f tho this was
Lubec were the guests of Princi mazn of eighty-nine years so ac William. Jr, left the Cape last
lieved it tho all passed it along; modern chariot of war. Even that ,not according to orders.
crystal arcade;
over the week tive and alert,; and in possession week for Hallowell where they
pal and Mrs. Prock
“
that the American Aviation force one gets used to.
end.
of all his facuities, God grant have joined Mr. Perry and will
BIDDEFORD
The night was stinging cold up
had been wined out oyer the trench
Mrs. W. B. Cottle of Lubec vis- Capt. Huff may live to enjoy many make their home in that place.
es, and another that all our Liberty Today, I find this entry in my here where we were—the air.itself
ited Mr. and Mrs. Frank Morrill more birthday parties.
The Community Sing was held
Motors had been condemned; and diary for 1918 : “There-was a moon seemed to. sparkle with the frost
thé last of the week, She came
last Friday evening with Miss
Mrs.
Jjennie
Ridlon
wishes
toi
it drily required the following day oyer the North Sea last night, as and the mercury seemed to drop
with Dr. and Mrs, Holmés by au
express her thanks fo all. ' the Bostrice Perry as leader and Miss
to deny both rumors. . Did that kill on thè wofst night of its history,= with every turn of the propeller.
tomobile.
Isabel. Landry niianist. New sorig
thé; tales ? Did -not even make and once again I was ordered out Far down the sky like two black
The lâdies of the Congregational friends who _so kindly assisted the sheets added interest to the occa
Chepry
Helpers
Club
in
sending
a
them'limp—they just went right and up and was touched by the hawks the planes shot from be«
. church served a fine supper on
sion.
along their busv way—“marching magiè of the Sea’s/’ cold beauty4 hinfl/a cloud and went swifter as
Tuesday evening. It was largely birthday nest àéiard shower to' thé, Mr«. Augustus MacWhinnie with
on” like John Brown’s body—one where its distances arched and they drew nearer to each other. IS prepared to do hail and patronized. The committee in pastor,. IJev. Norman W. Lindsay,. her two daughters, Ard elle and
saw—“A Battle 4m the Air,” is sculptured traceries of glittering We could see the spurts of flame
charge was composed of Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Joshua Snow of Madeline, closed the Roper cottage
scalp treatment, facial
was it his sou! after the bodv had silver out of deep gulfs of from between the blades of each |
Reuel Norton. Mrs^ E. C. Miller Cambridge, Mass,., are the guests Tuesday and left for Boston. Mass.
massage
and
mani

been bereft? Each twelve hours shadow.”' -This way had heéome propeller as the ships droVe direct
and
Mrs.
Nellie
Gould.
of Mr. arid Mrs. G. H. Langsford.
Mr and Mrs. W. H. Marland ofj
we lost a man via rupior, and he to be an old friend—it was theonly ly <at each other.
curing by ap
Frank McKenney, a former
Mrs. Otis Nunan, with her little Brooklirife. Mass., snent a part of
came home to his banger at night; one I dould talk to on the trip, ex ex Stranve how quietly We review
resident
of
the
Wildes
,
section
of
pointment.
Virginia, is ^ visiting, the nast week, at the Cane.
to prove how sènseless these wild cept thru" the wireless phone. the/frightful old remembrarices,
the town, son of Mr. and Mrs. An daughter,.
The morning service last Sun
guesses were. and. on the morrow Only I could Icok away off there to which once were the .normal way'
thony McKenney, was'in the vil relatives in Boston and vicinity. ' | day was. in charge of Mr. O. E.
if again he did not get back with Flanders Fields and be sure they of life. . Now that life has come
Chief Jean Hawley and family Curtis of Kenneburik. The pastor,
lage, over Tuesday .night, while
the “bunch,” he would be promptly Were lighted up. with other fires back ag'airi, I sometimes wonder
on his wày tò Portland on busi 1 of Washirigtop, D. C., and the Rev. N.; W. Lindsay was in charge
killed over again. Briefly, the fetid, than that of the moon. Scores of which is the dreqjn, this or that.
coippany of men employed for the of the service at Kennebunk, owing
ness. ..
It
is
droll,
this
life
of
ours,
I have
breath of death was on our times during the war I had been
Ò. £. Milan of Swan’s Island is past five months in the Cqast Sur to, the illness of Rev. R. A. Rich.
mariy
,regrets,
but
the
fight
I now
cheeks. Wé experienced the cold this way, saw thè lurid' glow of
expected this week as a visitor of vey, left the Gape on Monday, of The subiect of the evening ser
chip of fear which it arouses. And the . distant cannons’ fire—and saw-was compensation for them
I his daughter, Miss Ella Milan, this week,
vice was “Thè Master’s Emphasis
all.
wp invented rumors to scare awav fancied the wild chaos of destruc
who is making her home with Mr.
Mrs. Frank
ivjrs.
rraiiK A.
a. Nunan,
jnunan, Superinsuperm- on Lovaltv.” The service was
Concluded next week
the nightmare of its awful possi- tion going on a few scores of miles
and Mrs. Prock.
tendent of the Cradle Roll Depart-1 largely attended.
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Selling Continues All Next Week

The Anniversary Sale of Coats

Kennebunk Beach

$29.00

$58.00

$44.50

$75.00

Anniversary Prices On Fine Suits
Suits
$39.00

Suits
$54.00

La France

Suits
$75.00

TOWN HOUSE

Portland, Maine

A Battle in the Air

CAPE PORPOISE

Mrs. Mabel Huff

Enterprise

$1.00 A

YEAH

KENNEBUNK ENTERPRISE, KENNEBUNK, MAINE
__ _
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the faults are laughed out of exis
The law on deer is off for the
tence. There are also funny things
month /of November.
all àSóut us that we would be the
The James Hèywobd place on
better for seeing, laughing at. 'In
the-Alewive road has been sold to
the meeting of the Maine Press
Andrew McDonald.
’.Someone has wisely said: Fol Association àt Portland the other
Mrs. Calvin Boston is working
Dr.
J.
Starr
Barker
has
return

lowing
the
line
of.
least
resistance
in Hays’ tailoring establishment. ed from his vacation and is driv
.evening, one of the guests, at the
is what makes, rivers and men banqiiet said, “Qh, yes.' We were
Mrs. Will Russell of Storer ing a new run-a-bout Ford.
crooked.
going to Bangor at that time—that
street will entertain the Delta
Mr. Harry H. Rutter representa Professor Seldom reports t^at was the day it rained; all the week.”?.
Alpha class next Tuesday evening. tive
of the firm of Stone,,,& Andrew, ¡.he female ape says “Moohoo/’ and And even the maker of the mot
the male ape replies “W.ahoo.” had her laugh at thè saying—when
The young people of the Con Boston, waszin town Môndây. ,
MANY PEOPLE FEEL THAT THE PRICE OF
gregational church will hold a A rehearsal was held Monday We aren’t such a muck ahead of it was painted out, . Just a little
CLOTHES IS EXTREMELY HIGH. THAT TO HAVE
^social and masquerade oh Friday I evening by the degree team of Ivy that lingo either. Press says that fun.
TO PAY 30.00,35.Q0,40.00,45.00 or 50.00 FOR A MAN’S
evening.
he,. nAard a chap oh the . moonjit And that is. just the kind of
Temple, P. S. in K. ofF. Hall.
.beach’, last summer say, “Who; is.; mingling that, binds together the
SUIT OR OVERCOAT IS A LOT QFiMONEY.
A large number of town people Wm. D. Hay is having a barn 00?”, and she replied^ “I’^oo’^.”
rati onal and normal fel lows—makattended the Hallowe’en dance built on his lot on Summer street. ,The Boston .^rapscript says ,ing
them sane, keeping them from
which was given in Alewive by C. F. Hosmer was a Kennebunk Youth sowing wild oats nowadays^ stupid
narrowness, enlarging their
the Grange last Friday evening. visitor today Thursday.
can’t mix in so much rye^;—that’s vision Shd kindness. “Laugh and
Noran Whidden was one of the Wm. Duggan of Sanford the bnejbonsblaticmy' Very little when the\ iworld. laughs x^with you.’J
successful Nimrods of the week new manager of the A- & P- Store yOu^live in Maine; Tanlac makes a Grouch, an'd you’ll snarl alone.
WE HAVE THIS TO SAY:—
having brought in one of his allot- in this village is contemplating mighty ^©©¿'“kick.”
Read the advertisements care
ed deer.
renting the furnished home of Mr. The way in which the weather fully—they are full of laughter.
The progressive dinner which and Mrs. Lincoln Mitchell on York Changes o^ght to be. a hint to the Here is zohe from the Literary Di-,
politicians—but: ^prpbablyY they gest: “Campbell’s Pbrk and Beans
was given On last Friday night tvas street.
LAST WEEK WE PLACED QUR ORDERS FOR
’t notice it.
are bone and muscle builders—reab
a great success. The festivities Miss Helen. Richards and her won
Outside of Ne.w York and Peak’s food for children and grown-ups—
CLOTHES FOR SPRING/1920> WE WERE UNABLE
started at 7.30 and the last course niece Miss Helen Melcher, who
Island
it
th
e
rarest
thing
to
see,
and yef sp mcflti&gly ténder in the
was served at nearly eleven o’clock were guests of Miss E. A. Clark
TO FIND A THING THAT WE WOULD PLACE ON
British flag flying, and more mouth, so firm to the eye, so de
last
week
have
returned home and the
The
Boy
Scouts
were
the
great

often
than
not
it
is'
flyng
upside
licious to t^le flgvqr and so satisfy
OUR RACkS TO SELL jFOR ^DER $40.00—AND1
est contributors to the noise of ‘report a most enjoyable outing.
down. Still we go on chaffing ing to. thè .appetite^ that the wholes
The
W.
G?
T.
U.
will
hold
their
each
other,
Americahs
and
English
MIGHTY^ FEW AT THAT PRICE. MOST EVERY
Hallowe’en. After a parade around
family will like them.” Isn’t that
the. town to a most discordant vol monthly meeting with Mrs. J. R. alike, because ive bluff that in delicious for,‘BEANS ? 'Cdüld °ne
THING WAS $50.00, $55.00, AND $60.00—WITH A
Pollard
Saturday
of
this
week.
It
many
things
we
arh
alike,
when
all
ume of sound they'ftnished with a
say more of. anibrbsia?- But* the;
feed in Greenleaf’s restaurant, is hoped that there will be a large the while we knpw wb are “differ-, advertisment ' does the woifk— at-’
FEW AS HIGH AS $70.00. AND REMEMBER—WE
attendance
tas
business
of
impor

which they nearly cleaned out of
ents.”
tracts your attention—makes,, you*
ARE »A MEDIUM PRICE STORE. .
tance ié to be transacted/
Humor is -a’ saving 'grace., , The laugh.
edibles.
(
’ The regular meeting of the ' R. J. Grant,, the Contractor, is brave leaders of the Church of Here is ’ another one, clipped
Women’s Missionary society of the extremely ill following a long England bent on', saving the souls from the same*0”humorous paper:
Congregational church will be spell ôf poor health sincé an at of Englishmen from bitterness and “It was not until the allied armies
IF YOU THINK CLOTHES ARE HIGH THIS
held
next Wednesday evening. A tack of. the influenza last winter. ilateihad no more; capable rand adopted one supreme command
FALL—WAIT UNTIL YOU SEE WHAT THEY WILL
business meeting will be held, on A. trained nurse is, in constant .at effective^ ally than, Punch a hu that they really began to win/ It/
morous paper which most people is throne master-button x at the
BE NEXT SPRING.
Friday of this week to lay out the tendance.read only for amusement.
chesp-that, has,made our, One-butprogram of the year.
Mrs. Marion N Loring Blodgett There are ridiculous aspects in ton Union Suit a winner too.” If
OUR ADVICE IS-DON’T WAIT UNTIL SPRING.
The first deer killed ih Kenne and two children Adelaide aïid life;' in Congress and out of it, at the,suit is:as good as the laugh, it '
bunk was secured by Albert Wad Stephen and her parents, Dr. and which pebple ought to laugh till. is worth wearing every day. BUY NOW—AT $30.00, $35.00, $40.00, $45.00
dington Jast Saturday the first day Mré/ Loring are planning to réof the ofeen season. He left by turn to thejr home in Newton Cen
auto about six ih the morning and ter, Tuesday of this week.
----------- ---- ---- --- ---------- -------- o
t _.' .
THE STORE FOR MEN:
was back in town with the deer Break that cold with DeWitt’s
tied to the side of his Car before Cold tablets sold by x Fiske the
/ BSE
f
eight ^o’clock.
druggist on the corner.
Adv.
Rebekah lodge will hold a sub Mr. and Mrs\Don Chamberlin
scription whist party oh Friday are receiving Congratulations over
evening of this week. The sub the arrival of a son, ¿Theodore
scriptions ate fifty cents a couple. Roosevelt Chamberlin. The new
A lunch will be served by the la comer arrived Friday, October 31stdies at the conclusion of the whist When in Kennebunk make7 your
Contributions received (money and material) .. . . .........
$400,000,000 /
playing. The party is in charge headquarters at Fiske’S drug- store
Red Gross members: Adujts
20,000,000/
of a committee of ten of the riiem- on the corner, where the old farm
Children
-11,000,000
............. 31,000,000^
bers.
• . c/... .-i/8,100.0X)0
er’s almanac for 1920 is now on \ Red; Cross workers ;. :.. /;,..;..............
(Relief articles-produced by volunteer workers
."f... /.. 371,500,000
’ - Adv.
The Barry Bible class of the sale. ... . ■ , ,
/Families of soldiers aided by Home Service In U. S. .......... iSpo/OOOL;
Unitarian church held their regu
There
is
affine
display
of
ducks'
>
Refreshments
served
by
eanfeen
workers
in
U/
S<,
;.. .40,000,000
lar meeting on Wednesday of last
Nurses enrolled for service with Army, Navy or Red Cross. .... .23,822
week at the, home of Miss Annie twenty in number, and including
Kinds of comfort articles distributed to soldiers and sailors in U. S<. .2'700
Nason. About ' thirty members sheldrakes, coots and old squaws,
Knitted articles given to soldiers and sailors in U. S. .... 10,900,000 i
were present and work was done in the window of J. Frank Warr
Tons of relief supplies shipped overseas . ..........
....101,000
in preparations for the approach ren’s store. These ducks were
Foreign countries in which Red Cross operated ..............
25
ing fair. Refreshments were serv «¡hot this. Thursday^.afternoon by
Patient days for soldiers and sailors in Red Cross hospitals in
Ernest Jones. Luther Jones and
ed.
prance .. J....................■>. .^..... .1,155,000^ |
Jerry Blaisdell, at Great TTill.
The Camp Fire Girls, twelve in The ducks were flying far in
Frehch hospitals given material aid
. « ,”3,-780
number, held an outing at Drake’s shore on account of the high wind
Splints supplied for American soldiers.............................
294,000
Island last Saturday. With Mrs. and sea outside and all the gun
Gallons of nitrous oxide and oxygen furnished hospitals in
Pitt as chaperon the girls went ners who went down brought home
France
... •....... •• • • ■... ■ •.. •>................... 4,340,000
Soldiers served by^Red Cross canteens in France . 7;.. .j, . .< .15 376,000
OPPOSITE PREBLE HOUSE, PORTLAND, MAINE.
about noon to the Littlefield cot-' good bags, The same three sports
.......
7196^)00.
tage with the Intention of spend men with Arthur Hayes got a deer ¿ Civilian refugees aided in France ....
American convalescent soldiers attending Red Cross movies in
ing1 the night. They dined there, on Tuesday in Parson’s woods.
France ........
i ?.................. •/,...... . 3,110,000 i
the principal dish being a sumptu The a.nimal Was brought down
ous oyste'r stew. After that they within fifteen minutes of the time ( Wounded soldiers .carried by Red Cross ambulances in Italy .... 148,000
* wlhildren cared for by Red Cross in Italy
...........¿....155,000
got cold feet or cold backs . or that théy entered, the woods.
h—--------------..
.
..
o
something and 'eame home.
Thé “Old Folks” dance which
was held in Odd Fellows Hall on
a
Hallowe’en was a most enjoyable
RED CROSS NURSES .DIE FOR affair, with’about thirty couples
BIDDEFORD
„
c.
SACO
LIBERTY.
attending. The music was by the
121-123 Main St.
Two L,ve Stores
170 Hain St.
Philharmonic orchestra of Bidde
ford and Walter Hobbs acted as
One hundred and ninety-eight floor director. There were Hal
deaths among the 19,877 American lowe’en favors and games, Mrs.
Red Cross nurses who served during
the great war, represents the contrib- Fannie Jackson winning the silhou
i ution in human life of American wo- ette guessing contest. A buffet
: manhood, toward winning the war. lunch was served.
The personnel of these martyrs
Be prepared ; for winter^ with a
I ranges between Jane A. Delano, late Wearéver hot water bottle, everj/
¡Director General of the American one guaranteed, Fiske the drug
’ Red Cross Department of Nursing, gist on the corner.
Adv
who' lies buried-in France/and those
humbler but. no less heroic women - There was considerable cele
IS REACHING ITSte CLIHAX. SATURDAY AND^IONDAY WILL BE
who gave up their lives in American bration of Hallowe’én .last Friday
THE LAST TWO DAYS0F THE A^OSTSUCCESSFUL &ALE WE HAVE
. cantonments. Their graves lie all evening although there was no
over the world, crowned with white concerned town action.
EVER CONDUCTED.
5 <
'
There
crosses. Even in Germany there is were a large number of young
We are ready to sell in these two days as many pairs as possible as we aré positive that those
one marking the last, resting place of people on the streets bent on All
to find out what a fine looking fallow you really
who buy of us during this sale will remain our steady satisfied customers.
Jessie Baldwin, of Summerville, Pa. Saint’s Night pranks, including
are?
In the American Red Cross build several crowds of girls dressed ih
Shoes
at the price we are selling now you will not be able fq duplicate for a long time to com
ing in Washington, a beautiful ser
so our advice to everybody is
vice flag commemorates their sacri boys’ clothes. There were a num
New C. & K. Vdlour Hats have Just been unfice. A single blue star represents ber of small parties/ outside of the
REGARDLESS IN WHAT CONDITION YOÜR SHOES ARE AT THE PRESENT, TAKE AD
the 19,877 Red Cross nurses in ac dances and larger Entertainments
VANTAGE OF THtS SALE NOW.
z packed—come ndw and see yourself >s
tive war duty, no matter where sta which were well-attended. >
you’ve often wished others could see you.
tioned.
Last Saturday evening, while
In memory of the Red Cross nurs an out of town Ford car was stall
Plenty of /Ten’s Goodyear Welt
Velours are%oing to be immensely popular this
Plenty of Women’s Shoes in high
es who have ‘•'gone west,’’ 198 gold ed near / the pumping station
shoes
in
black
and
tan
at
Winter with America’s best dressers. Wherestars burn on this flag, a sillent trib
and
low heels'
ute to those splendid women who .changing !a tire another out of
ever you see fashionable men gather you’ll see
felt that duty was more than life town c^r struck it badly damaging
Herman’s U. S.^rmy Shoes in black
itself and who, carrying out the tra th^Ford. The other car was al^b
^.Velours galore—and they’ll look good whenever
Ladies’ Fine Black Kid Bools,
ditions and the ideals of the Red damaged to some extent. Before
and
tan, Munson last at
you see them if they are genuine.
Cross, were faithful even unto the colliding with the Ford the other
high
and low heels
car struck a boy who was working
end.
at
Seven New England nurses gave on the tire of the Ford, knocking
Our Velodrs were made, by Crofat Knapp. They
their lives in Red Cross service over him down but only bruising him
aie genuine in body—fast in color—refreshing
seas. Each bears after her name the hnd shaking him up. The Ford
heroic legend, ‘’died inc line of dutyi” was towed to Grant’s garage for
ly new in style, and we are going to sell them
repairs^
at'
TRIBUTES TO'THE RED CROSS.
Are made for exclusively by one of the largest Brockton shoemanufacturers.. ,We select our
The Old Farmer’s almanac for
own models that have sold withus since we started to do/busings.. .This insures you getting
“It requires no organization _to al 1920 now on sale at Fiske’s drug
perfect fitting footwear ana they cost no more than any other good shoes.. .Most of them have
Adv
low one of us aS an individual to buy store on the Corner.
rubber heels attached and tkere is no extra charge.. .We .sellthem during this sale at
a dinner for a hungry man. It re The only celebration of Armis
quires the greatest degree of organi tice Day on Tuesday which has
zation to deal with the . foes of a been announced will be a concert
world. The Red Cross seems to be and dance which wijl be given in
essentially demanded.” ,
Kennébùnk Town Hall by Tinkers
AT REDUCED PRICES THIS IS A GOOD OPPORTUNITY TO TRY A PAIR OF UNLOCK
NEiWTON D. BAKER, singing jazz orchestra. The con
which is very, yery reasonable i nowadays for
ED PROCESS SHOES.
Secretary of War. cert will be ïrôm 8 to 9 and danc
such a valuable asset to one?s appearance and
ing
will
be
from
9
to
i.
This
or

“The Red Cross is the great neigh
Ladies’ Rubbers, 69c and up
Men’s Rubbers 89c and up.
considerably under the price that some import
bor.... If the world is made, a1 Tittle' ganization has been here previous
.more comfortable, a little happier, a ly and has always given a splen
ers would and do charge for the same grade of
little stronger for the struggle of did concert as well as furnishing'
If you are glad the war is over join in the Big Armistice Day Celebration.*
goodness.
life through, its effort, the Red Cross most inspiring music for the
STORE WILL BE CLOSED TUESDAY—OPEN MONDAY < NIGHT—the Last Day of Our
dance. The name singing jazz
is content.” .
Big Shoe Sale.
JOSEPHUS DANIELS, orchestra is most appropriate.
Colors: Slate, Sand, Sage,- Seal and Midnight^
Secretary of the Navy Not only are the members • good
singers but they perform on a
multiplicity of instruments with
I all of the jazzy abandon of past
masters in the art. .
■Picture developing and print
ing good work and prompt service
Fiske the druggist on the corner.
Adv.
Biddeford and Saco’s Biggest and Best Wfl

A Fewjacts!

LOCAL NOTES

Principal Accomplishments of the
American Red Cross
During the War

DESMOND-HOWE CO.

THE STORE FOR MEN

The Big Shoe Sale

Will You spare

Everybody’sShoeStore

5 minutes?

$4.95

$5.45

$6.95, $7.45

CELTIN QUALITY SHOES

$6 an<j $8

$7.45, $7.95. $8.45, $8.95 and $9.45

ONE

ALFRED

OE THE CLOTHIER AO.
Stores for Men and Boys

STREET
Enterpsise Ads. PAY

STORE

J. CETL1N, Prop. ONLY

